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ASUPS Student Senate
September 12, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:10 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Smith, Senator Maynes, Senator Page, Senator Ostrander, Representative Rickoll, Representative Hoppe, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Griffin, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan.

Minutes from September 5, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing announced

EXECUTIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton commended freshmen running for senate positions for attending the Senate meeting.

President Shelton announces Logger Olympics will be held on Thursday during homecoming week. The week will also include a foosball tournament, concert in the sub, Songfest, as well as other events yet to be determined. He is hoping for a lot of campus wide involvement, especially from the Greek community.

President Shelton announces that the ASUPS all campus retreat, will be held Sunday to plan the upcoming year.

President Shelton expressed thanks to everyone who went to the Presidential Search open forum. Encouraged all to email him if they have any input.

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT

Vice President Abbott announced that he met with an architect that presented plans to expand the campus to accommodate the rise in on campus living and to encourage more to live on campus.

Vice President Abbott announced that he will move slower in scrutinizing applications for new clubs and organizations because of the finite budget. He wants to make sure that the clubs and organizations will be more long term than the Christian Science club.

FACULTY REPORT
Rep. Rickoll expressed concerns on the low morale that many faculty members currently have, but he is optimistic that morale will be raised as the year progresses.
DEAN OF STUDENT REPORT
Rep. Hoppe announces that there will be a focus group next Thursday and encourages senators to attend. During the meeting there will be a chance to add to a wish list for UPS.

Rep. Hoppe announces that there are still tickets available for the String Cheese Incident concert on September 24, 2002.

Rep. Hoppe announces that tickets for the Tom Friedman lecture are also still available, and even though it is free, tickets are required. Only one per student.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Nothing to report.

LIASON REPORT
President Shelton stressed the fact that senators need to be persistent when contacting their liaisons, e.g. ask to be put on their mailing list. If they cannot reach their liaison then contact Vice President Abbott or President Shelton.

President Shelton reminded senators to communicate to their liaisons that they need to talk to either Vice President Abbott or Reagan Graebner before September 24th to schedule a finance meeting so that he can start the budget for the year.

Senator Griffin could not attend because of illness, but a handout was passed out with her announcements.

Senator Ostrander
Conspiracy of Hope: a lot of people signed up, but they will not be active till the winter. Earth Advocates: Good turnout for the meeting that she attended. They are doing a project similar to her senate project.

Senator Sanders
Tamanawas: A lot of people signed up.
Sigma Chi: Off of probation October 1, 2002. Informal rush next week.
Umeth: Extremely organized.
Lighthouse: Small group leader retreat last week.
VAVA: Hoping to bring back the sexual harassment speaker that spoke during Freshmen Orientation. There is a strong base this semester.

Senator Smith
Emailed his report, but it was not on the handout. Will give his report next week.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Ostrander reported that election committee met yesterday and that tasks were delegated. ________ next Thursday in the Cellar at 9:00 pm. Greek Speeches Tuesday, September 17 in Marshall Hall.
Senator Smith announces that Union Board will meet Tuesday at 8:00 am from now on. The board is currently brainstorming the best uses for the sub and are thinking about putting a mural above the fireplace in Marshall Hall.

Senator Sanders announces that Media Board meets tomorrow at 5:30 pm and will come up with their budget soon.

Vice President Abbott announces that budgets will be tentatively ready the second week in October.
ASUPS Student Senate
September 17, 2002

Call to Order: Room 201 of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:04 pm.

Members Present: Senator Griffin, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, Senator Sanders, Senator Smith, Senator Maynes, Senator Page, Senator Ostrander, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Griffin, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan.

Minutes from September 12, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Introduction of those running for senate positions.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton reports that the senate just met with the Vice Presidents of the school in an effort to strengthen the lines of communication between students and faculty. Some issues that were discussed during the meeting were energy conservation, school pride, having a school hammock, and alumni relations.

President Shelton announces that the all ASUPS retreat went well. There was a good representation of Greek and RSA. President Shelton also announces that there will be an RSA meeting on Tuesday at 7:00 pm and encourages senators to accompany him.

President Shelton announces the desire to have an artistic endeavor during homecoming.

President Shelton also announces that he is in the process of brainstorming ideas for Logger Olympics, which will be held the Thursday of homecoming week.

Greek Senator candidate Dave White questioned: “What is occurring during Logger Olympics?”

President Shelton replies: “On Thursday night, Greeks and the Residents Halls, will be given the opportunity to compete each other.”

President Shelton announces that the idea of a mural above the fireplace in Marshall Hall presented to the Union Board and they are considering putting up a UPS logo.

President Shelton encourages all to stop by his office and visit.

President Shelton announces that the Dodgers are playing at 7:05 p.m. on ESPN.
VICE PRESIDENT REPORT

Vice President Abbott announces that elections start tomorrow at midnight.

Vice President Abbott announces that there is a mandatory meeting for the senate candidates on Wednesday, September 18 at 7:00 p.m. At that time the candidates will have the option of having their picture taken for The Trail.

Vice President Abbott announces that he will meet with the architects this Thursday. During the meeting they will discuss how to better utilize the Wheelock Student Center and the dinning area to make the idea of on campus living more attractive to students. Vice President Abbott suggests that senators bring ideas on how to better utilize our space to the meeting.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Anita Hill lecture is on October 3, 2002 and the Thomas Friedman lecture is on September 24, 2002.

Vice President Abbott announces that he is behind on committee appointments due to the lack of interest. He asks the senators to please recommend names.

Senator Griffin questioned: “When are committees going to start meeting?”

Vice President Abbott answers that he knows when his committee will be meeting, but is unsure about the rest.

President Shelton adds that committees will be in full swing by Monday.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Maynes reminds everyone that if you need to be excused email her and President Shelton.

Senator Maynes apologizes for not bringing an agenda.

PRO TEMP REPORT
Senator Kogan apologizes for not being around, but promised that he will be from now on.

LIASION REPORT
Senator Griffin announces that senators should have their liason reports to her by Sunday, September 22, 2002, so that she can type them up.

Senator Ostrander reminds the senators that they should ask their groups what they are doing and their goals for the year. She is weary about the fact that many organizations have budgets, but do not seem to be active.
Senator Griffin announces that senators should also email her the name of their liaison and extension or email address.

President Shelton lists four things that he felt senators say to their liaisons.
1) When do they meet?
2) Can they be added to their email list?
3) Do they have any current projects or upcoming events?
4) Tell them that the publicity office is at their disposal.
President Shelton also announces that if the senators do not get a reply from their liaisons by this weekend, they should talk to Vice President Abbott.

President Shelton announces that Senator Kogan will collect project reports by this weekend. Email him at dkogan@ups.edu.

Vice President Abbott moves to skip committee reports and go to business dockets.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-043, which will designate the Logger Pep Band as an officially recognized ASUPS organization. The two members of the Pep Band that are present are asked to describe why they want the organization to be recognized officially. They answered that the Pep Band has three times the number of members this year than it had last year, so they need ASUPS support to establish the group and receive more recognition. Senator Maynes moves to pass. Senator Smith seconds. The Docket is passed, with Senator Maynes abstaining.

Vice President Abbott announced that he will move slower in scrutinizing applications for new clubs and organizations because of the finite budget. He wants to make sure that the clubs and organizations will be more long term than the Christian Science club.

FACULTY REPORT
Rep. Rickoll expressed concerns on the low morale that many faculty members currently have, but he is optimistic that morale will be raised as the year progresses.

DEAN OF STUDENT REPORT
Rep. Hoppe announces that there will be a focus group next Thursday and encourages senators to attend. During the meeting there will be a chance to add to a wish list for UPS.

Rep. Hoppe announces that there are still tickets available for the String Cheese Incident concert on September 24, 2002.

Rep. Hoppe announces that tickets for the Tom Friedman lecture are also still available, and even though it is free, tickets are required. Only one per student.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Nothing to report.
LIASON REPORT
President Shelton stressed the fact that senators need to be persistent when contacting their liaisons, e.g. ask to be put on their mailing list. If they cannot reach their liason then contact Vice President Abbott or President Shelton.

President Shelton reminded senators to communicate to their liaisons that they need to talk to either Vice President Abbott or Reagan Graebner before September 24th to schedule a finance meeting so that he can start the budget for the year.

Senator Griffin could not attend because of illness, but a handout was passed out with her announcements.

Senator Ostrander
Conspiracy of Hope: a lot of people signed up, but they will not be active till the winter.
Earth Advocates: Good turnout for the meeting that she attended. They are doing a project similar to her senate project.

Senator Sanders
Tamanawas: A lot of people signed up.
Sigma Chi: Off of probation October 1, 2002. Informal rush next week.
Umeth: Extremely organized.
Lighthouse: Small group leader retreat last week.
VAVA: Hoping to bring back the sexual harassment speaker that spoke during Freshmen Orientation. There is a strong base this semester.

Senator Smith
Emailed his report, but it was not on the handout. Will give his report next week.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Ostrander reported that election committee met yesterday and that tasks were delegated. _______ next Thursday in the Cellar at 9:00 pm. Greek Speeches Tuesday, September 17 in Marshall Hall.
Senator Smith announces that Union Board will meet Tuesday at 8:00 am from now on. The board is currently brainstorming the best uses for the sub and are thinking about putting a mural above the fireplace in Marshall Hall.
Senator Sanders announces that Media Board meets tomorrow at 5:30 pm and will come up with their budget soon.
Vice President Abbott announces that budgets will be tentatively ready the second week in October.
ASUPS Student Senate  
September 24, 2002  

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:10 pm.  

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Smith, Senator Maynes, Senator Page, Senator Ostrander, Senator Griffin, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, Representative Hoppe, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton.  

Members Absent: Representative Rickoll  

Minutes from September 17, 2002 approved.  

OPEN FORUM  
Introduction of guest from SPURS, guest from The Trail, and freshman senate candidate.  

Vice President Abbott moves to discuss new business. Senator Smith seconds.  

NEW BUSINESS  
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-048, which will allocate $250.00 to SPURS to attend the SPURS National Honor Society Convention. The president of SPURS, Amelia Sattler, is present to answer senators’ questions. Senator Maynes moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Sanders, Senator Ostrander, and Senator Page abstaining.  

Resumes normal agenda.  

EXECUTIVE REPORTS  

PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
President Shelton announces that he met with Vice President Abbott recently. Both are sad to say goodbye to current senators, but are excited about the appointment of new senators.  

President Shelton reminds senators to raise their hands so that discussions may be orderly.  

President Shelton announces that the Charging Committee and Off Campus Committee will meet week, while the Student Concern Committee will meet when charged. Charged means that they committee will only meet when they are needed. They will not need to meet when they do not have an agenda.  

President Shelton announces that he has put together a council of leaders consisting of 11 members from the campus community that will create a master to help prevent overlapment.
President Shelton announces that the media department has hired a new temporary head. [Missing text]

President Shelton announces that the ASUPS website is up and may be accessed through a link on the UPS homepage or through www.asups.ups.edu.

President Shelton announces that the Thomas Friedman lecture is tonight at 8:00 p.m.

Dodgers on ESPN2 @ 10:00 p.m.

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that elections are going well. Speeches will be held Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

Vice President Abbott announces that there is active involvement among the Greek community in the elections. ______ senator candidates and Greek senator candidates went through the houses to give speeches.

Vice President Abbott announces that there is a new van policy that will focus on risk management. Drivers will be required to take defensive driving courses and there will be a limit of 10 people per van.

Vice President Abbott announces that the meeting with the architect went well and expresses thanks to the senators for coming. Their comments were well received by Union Board. There will be a meeting with the campus life planning team on October 9th.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Ricknoll is not present.

DEAN OF STUDENT REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that about $2000 was raised for Kids Can Do.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Trimble Hall dedication is this Friday at 3:30 pm.

Representative Hoppe announces that the format for Orientation will be the same as this year.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Maynes announces that Senate will have dinner together the first week of October on Thursday after Informal Senate.

PRO TEMP
Senator Kogan announces that he is glad to hear about the progress the senators have made on their projects.

Senator Griffin is currently working on the Log Review, which will provide information to faculty and students on ASUPS.

Senator Maynes announces that she is still trying to get into contact with the athletic department on a new treadmill for the weight room.

Senator Bernhardt announces that he is still researching the best hammock option. Senator Ostrander suggests the ones with poles because they are studier than the ones without.

Senator Sanders announces that he recently met with Britney Henderickson about leading a Student Bill of Rights committee. They will soon gather names and are open to any suggestions.

Senator Sanders announces that an “ASUPS in session” sign will cost around $100.

Senator Kogan announces that he is trying to make the Off Campus Committee more accessible. He also announces that he bought scones for his neighbors last week before a big party at this house and it was the first time in 3 years that they did not call the police.

Senator Page asks President Shelton and Vice President Abbott who she should talk to about the mural.

Vice President Abbott answers that Houston Doughtery would be the best option.

President Shelton answers that surveying students to find out what they want above the fireplace, but reminds her that Union Board will have the final decision.

OLD BUSINESS
Senator Sanders moves to bring up old business and gives Jeryln Nichols, VP of Public Relations, the floor.

Jeryln announces that the PR department is in need of a laser printer. OIS has declared that the main printer as inactive. Senator Sanders talked to OIS again about less expensive options that will still provide the quality that the Publicity Office needs. OIS found a printer further down the line that will cost $875-1075. Senator Sanders says that he will make a formal docket later.

President Shelton adds that an ESPEN printer was brought for the Publicity Office, but was not appropriately bought. There is currently two computers there. One is used for business and the other for graphic design. They will get rid of the Mac and bring over the Dell from the Tamanaswas Office.
Vice President Abbott recommends that the Docket #02-045 be killed because
1) A new docket that reflects the price change needs to be rewritten.
2) Will be best to the capital expenditure process.
3) Printing off of the ASUPS

LIASON REPORT
See Handout

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Ostrander reported that election committee met yesterday and that tasks were
delegated. _______ next Thursday in the Cellar at 9:00 pm. Greek Speeches Tuesday,
September 17 in Marshall Hall.
Senator Smith announces that Union Board will meet Tuesday at 8:00 am from now on.
The board is currently brainstorming the best uses for the sub and are thinking about
putting a mural above the fireplace in Marshall Hall.

Senator Sanders announces that Media Board meets tomorrow at 5:30 pm and will come
up with their budget soon.

Vice President Abbott announces that budgets will be tentatively ready the second week
in October.
ASUPS Student Senate
October 3, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Maynes, Senator Page, Senator Griffin, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Ostrander, Senator Smith.

Minutes from September 24, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Vice President Abbott moves to discuss new business.

NEW BUSINESS
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-049, which will acknowledge Mixed Race Generation (MIRAGE) as a recognized club. Senator Maynes seconds. Vice President Abbott yields his time to Natalie Jones from MIRAGE. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Kogan moves to vote. President Shelton seconds. The docket passes, with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-051, which will acknowledge the Republican Majority as a recognized club. Senator Griffin seconds. Founder of the club, Chris Gulugian-Taylor is present to answer questions from the senators. Senator Sanders moves to vote. The docket passes, with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-052, which will allocate $500 to the Republican Majority as an initial club budget. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes, with Senator Kogan abstaining.

EXECUTIVE REPORT
Vice President Abbott moves to the special order of the day.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton addresses and introduces new senators.
- Senator-at-Large: Melissa Zolkeply and Jason Fieman
- Residence Hall Senator: Russ Talfa
- Off-Campus Senator: Dan Kogan
- Freshman Senator: Charm Wrencher
- Greek Housing Senator: Ben Avery
- On-Campus Housing Senator: Amanda Teske

President Shelton thanks Melanie Maynes and Jessica Page for their hard work and dedication during their terms.

President Shelton announces that the Anita Hill lecture is at 8:00 pm tonight.
VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott leaves for personal reasons.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll apologizes for being late.

DEAN OF STUDENT’S REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that Counseling Health and Wellness is offering support groups for eating disorders and for grief and lost.

Representative Hoppe announces that flu shots will be available at Counseling Health and Wellness for $10.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Diversity and Orientation Review Board need students.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Trimble Hall furniture has been returned.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Maynes has nothing to report.

PRO TEMP REPORT
Senator Kogan thanks Senator Page and Senator Maynes.

LIASON’S REPORT
Senator Griffin explains to the new senators that the purpose of the liaison report is to find out what is new about the clubs on campus.

COMMITTEE REPORT
President Shelton announces that the Governance committee is currently reviewing the structure of all the other committees.

Senator Bernhardt and Senator Griffin announce that during the Food and Safety Committee meeting the upgrade in the phone system, having a fourth register in the sub, and having the rolls behind the deli were discussed. The next meeting will be the following Thursday at 9:30 am.

President Shelton announces that the Finance Committee met on Tuesday. During the meeting, they decided to allocate $500 to the Republican Majority as an initial club budget.

President Shelton announces that the Student Concerns Committee and the Diversity Committee will need to wait until after the ASUPS senate retreat for their charges.

Senator Sanders has no new announcements from the Media Board.

President Shelton announces that during the Union Board Committee meeting they
discussed the best ways to utilize the Rendezvous. President Shelton did not stay for the whole meeting, so he does not know the outcome of the discussion.

Senator Kogan announces that the Off-Campus committee will meet tonight at 6:30 pm.

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
Docket # 02-050, which will acknowledge that the Political Science Association is a recognized club, was brought up and discussed on Tuesday during informal senate. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Docket # 02-053, which will allocate $500 to Northwest Sounds to replace revenue different from that which was projected in April, was brought up and discussed on Tuesday during informal Senate. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan abstaining.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Maynes announces that she was unable to get an extra treadmill in the weight room. Members of the Athletic Board discussed the matter and they believed that the space did not justify another treadmill. Senator Maynes suggested that they find out how many students want to use the treadmill, but never get a chance. Senator Maynes also asked about the t-shirt policy. The board responded that it was for sanitary reason, so the gym does not become a “meat market” and to not deter those who are more self-conscious about their bodies from using the facilities. Senator Maynes apologizes for the incompletion of her project.

Senator Page announces that students who are good at working with wood are needed to restructure a 75-year-old mural that will be placed above the fireplace. The second option would be for students to recreate a new UPS mural.

Senator Sanders announces that he attended the Faculty Senate with President Shelton. During the meeting, they worked for an hour and a half on charging committees. Senator Sanders also announces that they are thinking about starting a Student Life Committee where students and community members can come to express their concerns.

President Shelton announces that they will leave for the ASUPS senate retreat at Miracle Ranch tomorrow around 5:00 pm. President Shelton wants the senators to come prepared with a sleeping bag, pillow, two pens, a pad of paper, their calendars, a personal statement, three goals they think they can accomplish during their terms, and one goal they wish this school would do. The retreat will end on Saturday at 1:30 pm.

President Shelton asks the new senators to meet with him after senate. President Shelton also thanks the new, old, and current senators.

Senator Maynes moves to adjourn the meeting at 5:45 pm and Senator Sanders seconds.
ASUPS Student Senate  
October 10, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:05 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Maynes, Senator Page, Senator Griffin, Senator Kogan, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Tafua, Senator Kogan, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Teske, Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll, and Vice President Abbott.

Members Absent: President Shelton and Senator Bernhardt.

Minutes from October 3, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Vice President Abbott moves to discuss new business. Senator Kogan seconds.

NEW BUSINESS
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-057, which will allocate $300 to the Black Student Union to produce “for colored girls who consider suicide/when the rainbow was enuff.” Senator Smith seconds. President Ebony Treco is present to answer questions from the senate. The docket opens for discussion. Vice President Abbott moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-058, which will allocate $250.00 to Dinning and Conference Services for the annual bread bowl fundraiser, so that all of the proceeds may go to the Association for Retarded Citizens. Senator Smith seconds. Aaron Nelson is present to answer questions from the senators. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Sanders moves to vote. The docket passes, with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-060, which will allocate $500 to Schiff RHA to pay for costs associated with bringing the film “Storm” to campus. Senator Smith seconds. Schiff Hall President, Travis Lizotte is present to answer questions from the senate. The docket opens for discussion. Travis explains that it will be a free showing in Kilworth Chapel on December 2, 2002 @ 7:00 pm. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-061, which will allocate $250 to SOTA to attend the Washington Therapy Conference. Senator Smith seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan, Senator Smith, and Senator Sanders abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-059, which will allocate $240 to Hillary Lenfesty to attend the National March on the American was in Iraq contingent upon following conditions set in the docket. Senator Smith seconds. The docket opens for discussion with Hillary Lenfesty present to answer questions from the senate. Vice President Abbot moves to call to question. Senator Sanders seconds. The call to
question passes. Senators vote on the docket, and it passes 5-4 with Senator Kogan, Senator Avery, and Senator Griffin abstaining. Senator Smith voted against the docket.

OPEN FORUM
Daryl Frost is asked by President Shelton to give the senate a Conspiracy of Hope update. Conspiracy of Hope will occur in February of 2003. During the week, there will be a community service project for faculty and students, a carnival, faculty/staff presentations on the academic side of service, and a benefit concert. Daryl explains that most of the logistics of the event is taken care of, but they are still working on getting a keynote speaker. Auditions for the benefit concert will be held November 23, 2002. Sign ups at the info center are available November 11, 2002.

Representative Rickoll moves to discuss the faculty report.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that the faculty senate voted unanimously to issue a public declaration stating that it hopes that voters in the University of Puget Sound and Tacoma communities will vote "No" on Initiative 1.

Representative Rickoll announces that the Student Life Committee has been charged to examine and report on the interaction between security and students. Senator Smith adds that on October 23, 2002, security will hold an open forum.

Representative Rickoll announces the rumor of the Sequoia tree outside of Wheelock Student Center being cut down and transported to Rockefeller Center is untrue.

Representative Rickoll exercises privilege for personal purposes.

Senator Smith motions to move to new business. Senator Kogan seconds.

NEW BUSINESS
Senator Smith moves to pass Docket 02-064 that will confirm the following Student-AT-Large Appointments: Melanie Locke on Student Concerns and Jessica Page on Governance. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Kogan moves to vote. The docket passes with Vice President Abbott abstaining.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton is not present.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that he has talked to Representative Hoppe and Kris Bartanen about off-campus students and security and will keep the senate updated.

Vice President Abbott announces that he is also working on acquiring a new mini van for ASUPS. If ASUPS gets a new van, the blue van’s seats will be taken out and the van will be used for hauling equipment.
Vice President Abbott announces that informal senate was well received by the focus group. The focus group also discussed how to better utilize the space in Wheelock Student Center. Vice President Abbott also announces that he suggested that the ASUPS offices should be located on the first floor to better utilize the space.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that the Orientation Review Committee is still looking for students. Senator Ostrander volunteers.

Representative Hoppe announces that IFC submitted a request to add a new fraternity to campus. This should be effective in fall of 2003.

Senator Kogan nominates Senator Griffin for Pro Temp and Senator Sanders for Liaison and then excuses himself for an off-campus committee meeting.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that the new chair should talk to him about senate procedures.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Griffin announces that the Food & Safety Committee met today at 9:30 a.m. During the meeting, it was announced that on Thursday morning someone stole a golf cart. The cart was later found on Fife.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Budget Committee will meet next Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.

Senator Sanders announces that a speaker will come to Media Board and discuss intellectual property rights with the heads of media.

Senator Sanders announces that the Faculty/Student Senate met on Monday and charged the Student Life Committee to examine and report securities’ relationship with on-campus students and the relationship between off-campus-students and the Tacoma Police Department. Senator Sanders also announces that the off-campus police are paid by funds given by Alumni, community neighbors, and the University general funds.

Senator Griffin announces that several people have asked her about the new furniture in the Info Center lounge. She asks the senators to bring it up during Union Board.

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-054, which will charge Governance with examining several issues. Senator Avery seconds. Vice President Abbott moves to table the docket since he has yet to discuss the issues with Governance. Senator Sanders seconds the move to table. The move to table passes.
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-055, which will charge Finance with examining and reporting several issues. Senator Griffin seconds. The issues have been agreed upon by the committee members. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-056, which will confirm nominations of senators to standing committees. Senator Taufa seconds. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-063, which will confirm Senate appointments. Senator Avery seconds. Vice President Abbott moves to vote. The docket passes with Vice President Abbott abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-063, which will appoint senators to become liaisons to specific ASUPS organizations. The docket opens for discussion. Amendments are made on the docket. The amendments pass. Vice President Abbott moves to vote. The docket passes with Vice President Abbott abstaining.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Sanders announces that he talked with some Residents Assistants and they requested information on how to help freshmen with alcohol abuse. Senator Smith also announces that the Tattler will be in color to differentiate between days.

Senator Griffin announces that she will type up the letters that they worked on during the Senate Retreat.

Senator Smith announces his idea for cubbyholes in the ASUPS office for the senators’ binders. Senator Smith also requested that minutes and dockets be hole punches.

Senator Sanders moves to adjourn the meeting at 6:15 p.m. Senator Smith seconds.
Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:10 pm.


Members Absent: Vice President Abbott and Senator Kogan.

Minutes from October 10, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
President Shelton introduces Dave Hough, the News Editor for The Trail. President Shelton announces that Dave will be present at most of the Senate Meetings this semester to gain more insight into what the Senate does.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton encourages the senators to ask visitors to the meetings difficult questions when they have the floor.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott is not present.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that at the last Trustees Retreat plans for the new science building were approved. They will now start raising money for the building.

Representative Rickoll announces that applications for the Presidential Search are beginning to come in.

President Shelton adds that the new science building will be finished in 2009. If anyone has any question, contact him. President Shelton also adds that the Presidential Search Committee did meet. They are currently filtering through applications.

Representative Rickoll questions, “Is the committee encouraged?”

President Shelton replies, “Yes, but more progress will be made by November.”

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that Take Back the Night is tonight at 8:00 p.m. It will begin on the front steps of Jones.
Representative Hoppe announces that there was a Town hall meeting last night with campus security. Representative Hoppe says that the meeting went well.

SENATE REPORTS

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Griffin has nothing to report.

COMMITTEE REPORT
Senator Smith announces that the Budget Committee met last night and the meeting went smoothly. Senator Sanders adds that there will be a docket next week for the budget.

Senator Griffin announces that at the Food and Safety Committee meeting they discussed the problem of golf cart thief.

Senator Sanders announces that Media Board met last Friday. Dr. Schillar arranged for a speaker to address the Heads of Media on Intellectual Property in November. Media Board will soon commence a review of photo services. They will also put together an archive of campus pictures.

Senator Teske announces that Union Board met last Tuesday morning. The old Information Center lounge furniture will not be coming back. Union Board also talked about buying a Christmas tree for the Wheelock Student Center.

OLD BUSINESS
Docket #02-54 will remain tabled.

NEW BUSINESS
Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-065, which will appoint Melanie Maynes to the Budget Committee. Senator Avery seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Griffin moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Griffin abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #02-066, which will allocate $1,873 to ASUPS Programs for six programmers to attend the NACA Conference in Boise, ID, preferably to include the Chairs of Popular Entertainment, Campus Films, Lectures, Northwest Sounds, Cultural Events, and Special Events. Senator Avery seconds. Senator Avery moves to amend the docket to increase the allocation to $2029 to include road meals. Senator Smith seconds. Senator Griffin moves to vote on the amendment. The amendment passes with Senator Griffin and Senator Bernhardt abstaining. Senator Griffin moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Griffin abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-067, which will confirm the appointment of Eric Swanson to Honor Court. Senator Sanders seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Griffin moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Griffin abstaining.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Sanders thanks everyone for being flexible with the Senate pictures.

Senator Smith announces that Representative Hoppe informed him that Student Development is excited about the Student Life Committee. Senator Smith also announces that the committee should give Student Development as much assistance as needed.

Senator Smith also announces that the deadline for the faculty letters is Tuesday, October 22, 2002. The letters will be put on the desk in ASUPS, so that the senators can edit the letters during their office hours.

Senator Smith announces that the cubby shelves for the Senate binders are behind the computer in the ASUPS office.

Senator Smith announces that Tacoma Public Works will be repainting the crosswalks on Alder, 11th, and Union in the spring.

Senator Smith moves to adjourn the meeting. Senator Taufa seconds. The meeting is adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
ASUPS Student Senate
October 24, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:05 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Griffin, Senator Smith, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Taufa, Senator Teske, Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott, President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, and Senator Zolkeply.

Minutes from October 17, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Senator Smith moves to amend agenda and move to new businesses.

NEW BUSINESS
Senator Griffin moves to pass Docket #02-069, which will acknowledge Sisi Tupo Pamoja as a recognized ASUPS club. Senator Teske seconds. The docket opens for discussion. The president of Sisi Tupo Pamoja is present to address the senate. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Avery moves to pass Docket #02-071, which will authorize $525 for IVCF to provide scholarships to attend the Fall Conference. Senator Griffin seconds. The docket opens for discussion. A representative from IVCF is present to address the senate. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Sanders moves to pass Docket #02-068, which allocates capital expenditures for ASUPS clubs. Vice President Abbott seconds. Senator Sanders moves to amend the docket to include a $259 allocation to the Webmaster for developing photos. Senator Avery seconds. Senator Sanders moves to vote. The amendment passes with Representative Hoppe and Senator Smith abstaining. Senator Sanders moves to pass. Vice President Abbott seconds. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Griffin moves to pass Docket #02-070, which will authorize $500 for the Greek community to bring an alcohol speaker to campus. Senator Teske seconds. Sarah Parker, the Director of Programming for Pan Hellenic, is present to address the senate. Sarah explains that since the Greek Community does not have the backing from Athletics, they are requesting more money from senate. Senator Sanders moves to amend the docket to say "$500 to campus community." Representative Rickoll seconds. Senator Smith moves to vote. Everyone votes against it, the amendment does not pass. Representative Hoppe moves to raise the allocation to $750. Senator Sanders seconds. Senator Sanders encourages the senate to vote for the docket, saying that it is our chance to step forward on an issue that we have been concern with for awhile. Senator Smith moves to vote. The amendment passes with Senator Taufa and Senator Smith abstaining. Senator Smith moves to vote to pass the docket. The docket passes with Senator Taufa and Senator Smith abstaining.
OPEN FORUM
Senator Griffin yields her time to Kate Pipal, RSA president. Kate explains that RSA is trying to get money from ASUPS to go to the Pacific Affiliate of College and University Residence Hall Conference, November 15th-17th. Finance voted to table the request, so that is why there is no docket. She is asking for $1200 for six members of RSA exec to attend. Since the Senate is cannot do anything about the matter without a docket, Vice President Abbott announces that the Finance Committee will discuss the matter further and he will have a docket prepared by next Thursday.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton thanks Kate for coming in and apologizes for his tardiness. He was at a meeting regarding the String Cheese Incident incident.

President Shelton announces that Homecoming is this week and that there is still many events left, such as Songfest, the volleyball game, and the football game.

President Shelton announces that the committees are all meeting as regularly as possible and they are currently looking at charges for the year.

President Shelton announces that if anyone has any questions or concerns they should come talk to him.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that at an ASUPS-sponsored concert in Marshall Hall, a band member of Biznautics wore face mud that gave him a "blackface" appearance. When ASUPS representatives, a University staff member, and members of the Black Student Union expressed concerns about this choice to him, the band member washed his face, met with members of the Black Student Union to discuss his action, and apologized to those attending the concert.

Vice President Abbott announce that during the String Cheese Incident concert there were complaints of alcohol use, drug use, lack of water, and non-students wandering around campus late at night.

Vice President Abbott announces that if there are anyone has any comments on the budget they should address the budget task force within the next 24 hours.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll reports that he has nothing to report.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe echoes Vice President Abbott’s comments. He also announces that if anyone has contact with the folks performing in Songfest; tell them to utilize the theme wisely.
CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Smith reminded everyone of the extra senate projects discussed during the Senate Retreat. He also announces that if the senators need funding for their projects they should just ask.

PRO TEMP
Senator Wrencher announces that there is a PLU and UPS fundraiser in the works. She also announces that the senate projects look very good so far. The senate responds with a Booya!

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Griffin and Senator Fieman announce that the Food and Safety Committee met today. During the meeting, the issue of petty thief was discussed. There were also four incidents involving alcohol in the dorms. One in A/L and the three were in Todd. They are also getting posters in the sub to tell you how many points you have left. Steamed veggies and disposable salt and peppershakers were also discussed in the meeting.

Senator Sanders thanks the Senate for passing the budget.

Vice President Abbott announces that Media Board will bring a speaker to campus that will discuss Intellectual Property rights. This lecture will be targeted towards media heads, but if anyone has a burning desire to attend, they are welcomed to. The photo services review is progressing well.

Senator Wrencher announces that Governance did not have a chance to meet the past week, but she did email the committee members the proposed charges that are still being tabled.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Diversity Committee is also running smoothly.

Senator Fieman announces that at the Student Concerns meeting the issues of Hip Hop Homecoming and alcohol on campus were discussed.

OLD BUSINESS
Governance charges are still tabled.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Griffin announces that she will be in Rome in the spring.

Senator Fieman announces that there is a Congressional Debate tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. and he is disappointed that it was not more publicized.

Senator Teske announces that on Monday at 8:00 p.m. in the Rotundra there will be a discussion on U.S. foreign policy in Iraq. It is hosted by an independent student, Erica Nelson.

President Shelton announces that the Theatre Department is holding One Act auditions on Monday at 6:30 p.m. in Jones. He is directing one of the One Acts. President Shelton
also announces that *If I Die Before I Wake: three short plays* by Thornton Wilder is opening this weekend. Showing times are in The Tattler.

Senator Smith proposes to the Senate, “Is it appropriate to wear costumes tomorrow?”

President Shelton responds, “Yes, as long as it does not distract others and we can see your face.”

Senator Sanders asks if we can invite President Pierce to a meeting anytime soon.

President Shelton says that she will be at informal senate on November 5. He suggests that the senators come with appropriate questions.

Senator Taufa moves to adjourn. Senator Avery seconds. The meeting is adjourned at 6:15 p.m.
ASUPS Student Senate
October 31, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Griffin, Senator Smith, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Taufa, Senator Tske, Representative Hoppe, Vice President Abbott, President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt and Representative Rickoll.

Minutes from October 24, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton announces that the Presidential Search Committee is currently filtering through the pile of resumes that they have received and will meet with the most qualified candidates in the winter.

President Shelton announces that Mark Sterner, a DUI speaking and General Yossi Amrani, Israel Consul General, are coming to campus on November 13, 2002.

President Shelton announces that although he is very busy right now with acting, basketball, and the presidency, he is always available to address questions or comments.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that Step Afrika will be performing in the Concert Hall on November 18, 2002. Tickets with your Student I.D. are $3.

Vice President Abbott announces that there was a good jazz performance today at lunch in Marshall Hall.

Vice President Abbott announces that he met with the campus life planning team last Wednesday. During the meeting, they went over plans for increased capacity of the fitness center. They also discussed possible sites for a new residential building. The building will look more like townhouses or apartments than traditional dorms. Plans to renovate current residential halls were also considered. Renovations would include a larger lounge area and free laundry. The team also discussed keeping the Wheelock Student Center as a student building and not an office building. There was also strong interest in having a ballroom.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Ethics Notion Forum went well. He encourages the senators to attend the theme events.
FACULTY REPORT
Not present.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that Student Affairs and Academic and Career Advising put together backward Treat or Treat bags for students in the residence halls.

Representative Hoppe asks the Senate for their opinions on raising tuition, so that laundry, cable, etc. will be provided free of charge.
    Vice President Abbott: Not everyone would want cable, but having free laundry is a good idea.
    Senator Sanders: It is a great idea, but packing it all together would bring disputes.
    Senator Fieman: The one card system would help.
    President Shelton: This would be a good admissions ploy.
    Senator Ostrander: Laundry should be regulated, but having a hub included would be nice.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Orientation Committee has been meeting less frequently, since the faculty has yet to make up their minds on cores. They are currently looking at passages and trying to come up with an alternative.

CHAIR REPORT
Senator Smith announces that he is currently working with Senator Griffin to get out the Log Review.

PRO TEMP’S REPORT
Senator Griffin thanks all the senator for emailing her with updates on their projects.

Senator Griffin congratulates Senator Fieman for completing his senate project.

LIASON
Senator Ostrander apologizes for the length of her report. She promises that they will be more concise and double sided in the future.

Senator Ostrander thanks everyone for their reports and encourages senators to be persistent with their organization. If they are having any problems, they should come to her as soon as possible.

COMMITTEE REPORT
Senator Ostrander announces that she is the new chair of the Governance Committee.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Governance Committee went over the charges in Docket # 02-054 and agreed that they would pursue the charges.

Senator Fieman announces that there will be Student Concerns Boxes in the Cellar and the Sub. The concerns will be given to the senate and the faculty.
Senator Sanders announces that the Media Board will start their photo services review this Friday. During the meeting, issues regarding the Trail pictures from the Blackface March were discussed heavily. The pictures were run with the article.

Senator Griffin announces that during the Food and Safety Committee meeting it was announced that there was another golf cart thief attempt. It was also announced that a scale will be purchased for the fourth cash register in the sub over winter break. Senator Griffin also announced that there should be no eating in the sub line. Food snack will also be coming back.

Senator Ostrander announces that mass amounts of dishes and forks have disappeared from the sub. They want students to think of ideas on ways to reduce dish thief.

Senator Teske announces that Union Board met on Tuesday. During the meeting, Kristi Maplethrop discussed a proposed chalking policy. The policy will state that chalk will only be allowed on horizontal surfaces and organizations must register at the information center before chalking.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Diversity Committee met on Tuesday and several issues were discussed.

OLD BUSINESS
Vice President Abbott moves to take Docket #02-054 off of the table. Senator Griffin seconds. Senator Sanders moves to vote. Senator Wrencher seconds. De-tabling of the docket passes, with Senator Smith abstaining. The docket opens for discussion. Representative Hoppe moves to amend the docket so that the charge to create a residence student advising board that will meet once a month will be added to the list of charges. Senator Ostrander seconds the amendment. The amendment passes with Senator Smith abstaining. Senator Ostrander moves to vote. Senator Taufa seconds. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Ostrander exercises personal privilege.

Senator Sanders moves to pass Docket # 02-072. Senator Griffin seconds. Senator Teske moves to table the docket.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Senator Sanders proposes to have pictures taken next Thursday either before or after Senate. He will email the time and location later this week.

Senator Wrencher announces that there is a magic show tonight in Marshall Hall.

Senator Kogan moves to adjourn the meeting. Senator Taufa seconds. The meeting is adjourned at 6:15 p.m.
ASUPS Student Senate
November 14, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Griffin, Senator Smith, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Taufa, Senator Teske, Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott, President Shelton.

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt

Minutes from November 7, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton congratulates Senator Griffin for finishing the Log Review. If anyone has any corrections, they should talk to her.

President Shelton announces that the state of the ASUPS presidency is good. He wants the senators to start thinking about goals they want to accomplish before winter break.

President Shelton announces that there will be an article in The Trail about Senate and the ASUPS committees and their charges. If anyone has any questions or concerns, they should talk to Dave.

President Shelton thanks everyone for their hard work. He also reminds the Senate to tell Senator Smith when they cannot make the meetings.

President Shelton exercises personal privilege and excuses himself.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that he had a meeting with the campus life planning committee this week. They now have conceptual designs for what the second floor of the Wheelock Student Center could look like. There might be a possibility for expanding the building.

Vice President Abbott announces that he tried to recruit members for the Food and Safety Committee. There were several people who expressed interest, but no one showed up to the actual meeting.

Vice President Abbott announces that he sent emails to members of the Senate, so that inaccurate information about the incident yesterday is not spread.
Vice President Abbott announces that he is currently revising the financial practices for ASUPS. This will be his final project.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that there will be a full faculty meeting next Tuesday. During the meeting they hope to discuss the issue of giving freshmen and sophomore preference for 100-level courses and they will discuss how to name and list new first year seminar courses.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that the Honor Court is in need of two new appointments, preferably of sophomore or junior standing. The appointment term last until you graduated and the commitment level is only about 3 hours.

Representative Hoppe announces that we have had more conduct cases this year compared to last year. 110 men and 50 women have gone through the conduct process, but 30% have been found not responsible of the charge.

Representative Hoppe announces that starting next week, the staff of Student Development and Student Affairs will be visiting different colleges around the nation to gain insight on how to make life for students at UPS better.

Representative Hoppe announces that Midnight Breakfast has been suspended for the rest of the semester, but he hoping that they will start back up again at the end of January.

Representative Hoppe announces that the National Alumni Board will be on campus this Friday and Saturday. One of their focuses this year will be theme houses. The meeting is at 4:00 p.m. if anyone wants to attend.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Smith announces that he will print out all the senator’s individual goals and put them in their mailboxes.

Senator Smith announces that he will like to meet for five minutes after senate with those who would like to discuss ASUPS’ plan.

PRO TEMP REPORT
Senator Griffin thanks everyone for emailing her information for the Log Review. If anyone has any corrections they should email her. The Log Review will be available in the SUB next week.

LIASON REPORT
Senator Ostrander announces that she wants an official report from everyone every other week. She also requests that everyone sends her the meeting times for their organization. If a club has an event during an off week, a report should still be sent. Since formal senate is on Tuesday in two weeks, the reports will be due on Tuesday.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Vice President Abbott announces that Media Board met twice the past week to talk about the term of office for media heads and the photo service review.

Senator Avery announces that during President’s Council they discussed debated on protest and political action. They also decided on a more lenient policy toward the use of the publicity office. The council also talked about setting up a committee to address student’s concerns about OIS.

Senator Fieman announces that during the Student Concerns Committee meeting they discussed new procedures to address student concerns.

Vice President Abbott announces that during Union Board a new chalking policy was created. Only registered sport teams and organizations are permitted to chalk on flat surfaces for the purpose of advertising for events. Union Board also announces that there will be a new coffee table with the UPS logo in front of the fireplace in Marshall Hall.

Senator Ostrander announces that the Governance Committee has decided that the programmer’s turnover date will be June 1st. New Programmers will have to attend meetings during May, so that they will be prepared to takeover the position.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Diversity Committee met briefly.

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
Senator Avery moves to pass Docket #02-077, which will allocate $75 from the Senate Project Budget to the Laundry Money Giveaway on November 23rd, a random act of kindness. Senator Sanders seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #02-078, which will allocate $136.00 to the Ultimate Frisbee Team to attend a tournament hosted by the University of Washington. Senator Smith moves to amend the docket to read “the ASUPS senate hereby allocate $100 to the Ultimate Frisbee Team to attend a tournament hosted by the University of Washington.” The amendment passes with Senator Griffin abstaining. Senator Griffin moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Griffin abstaining.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Handouts are given to those who are participating in filming.

Vice President Abbott announces that My Big Fat Greek Wedding is the campus film this weekend.
Senator Wrencher announces that RDG is this weekend. She also announces that there will be a seminar tonight on how to deal with stress.

Senator Sanders asks if anyone knew someone in SPURS. Someone said Jessica Paige.

Senator Smith announces that there is an Ultimate Frisbee tournament this weekend.

Senator Smith moves to adjourn. The meeting is adjourned at 5:50 pm.
ASUPS Student Senate
November 21, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Griffin, Senator Smith, Senator Ostrander, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Taufa, Senator Teske, Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott.

Members Absent: Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, and President Shelton.

Minutes from November 14, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton is not present.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that formal senate will be held next Tuesday. He reminds everyone to dress appropriately.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Elections Committee will meet after Thanksgiving to look at the bylaws.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Oversight Committee will now have less power and breadth. If you want to know more about the committee, just ask.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that at the last faculty meeting they discussed the issues that he mentioned last week. Although he did not stay for the competition of the meeting, he has heard that the Faculty Senate Chair and the Registrar has come up with a compromise on the issue of giving freshmen and sophomore preference for 100-level courses. They also decided that the new first year seminar courses will be named based on the department from which they originated. This is preferable because it gives departments the right and duty to approve the courses. It also gives the courses meaning on transcripts.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that Senator Sanders, Kristi Maplethorpe, and he just got back from New England. Representative Hoppe reports that it was good to see how other schools met the needs of their students and that many good ideas were taken from the trip.
Representative Hoppe announces that Student Development is considering having a standard contact for all students living on-campus. This contract will make May 1st the deadline for students to get out of their housing contracts. Any students believing that they have a valid reason to get out of their contact after May 1st will have to submit a proposal to a committee to review.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Smith reminds Senator Fieman to dress in formal attire for Formal Senate. Senator Smith asks Senator Fieman, “Have you gotten a hold of the Organic Garden Club yet?” Senator Fieman, “Yes, but they are curious to know when they have to spend their money by.” Vice President Abbott, “They have till June 1, 2003 to spend their money. “

Senator Smith asks Senator Avery, “Was the random act of kindness a success?” Senator Avery, “The majority of people were happy to receive quarters for their laundry, but there were some people who complained that the money could be better spent elsewhere.”

Senator Smith announces that the Tacoma Sister Cities Film Festival will be held the 1st week of February at the Blue Mouse Theater. He is personally taking it on as a senate project.

Senator Smith announces that he would like to hold an open forum the first week of February.

Senator Smith announces that the senate needs to elect a Pro Temp after the meeting.

Senator Smith announces that the Political Task Force will meet five minutes after the Pro Temp election.

Senator Smith asks everyone to think of five issues that students have consistently had and then think of ways that they can tackle these issues next semester.

PRO TEMP REPORT
Senator Smith announces that he will be acting as Pro Temp until another one is elected.

LIASON REPORT
Senator Ostrander announces that she wants all the reports by next Tuesday and the meeting times for the clubs as well.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Senator Fieman announces that the Student Concerns committee is working on creating student concerns boxes and once they are completed they will be placed in random places around campus.

Senator Avery announces that during President’s Council they discussed the need for a new Assistant Director of Public Relations. It was also announced that new computers for the Publicity office and Praxis Imago have been bought and will be installed soon.
Senator Avery announces that during the Finance meeting they worked on standard allocations for conferences and vehicle rentals.

Vice President Abbott reminds the Senate that the sales tax is an user tax.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Diversity committee had two-guest speaker at the last meeting. One was an reporter from The Trail and the other was from the Center of Equality and Justice.

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-079, which will place the new hammock in front of the Plaza. Senator Wrencher seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Ostrander moves to pass Docket #02-080, which will amend the ASUPS bylaws under article 4, section 11 G, to add subsection 8. to read; “New media heads shall take office June 1st of the year of their appointment, and shall serve no longer than one calendar year per term.” Senator Wrencher seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Vice President Abbott moves to table. Senator Fieman seconds. Senator Avery asks “Why?” Vice President Abbott replies, “The new amendment has to be published in The Trail and discussed in Media Board before it can be voted on.” Senator Smith moves to vote on the table. The tabling passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-081, which will authorize the president to make the junior senator appointment. Senator Taufa seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith and Senator Ostrander abstaining.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Sanders announces that the trip to New England with Representative Hoppe was great. He left the schools with some great ideas and will give the senate a full report soon.

Senator Sanders announces that he would like to try to create a centralized cabinet, so that there will be more control over the computer software.

Vice President Abbott announces that “Not Another Teen Movie” is the campus film this weekend. He also announces that although “My Big Fat Greek Wedding” did not sell out, it broke the attendance recording with 500 people.

Senator Wrencher announces that students are trying to form a Student Political Diversity Council and have asked her to be present at their next meeting.
Senator Fieman announces that last Sunday, Senator Wrencher, Senator Taufa, and he participated in the filming of an educational video that teaches business professionals how to conduct meetings according to parliamentary procedures. All of the senators agreed that it was a traumatizing experience, but the food was good.

Senator Zolkeply announces that she talked to a girl who picks up recycling and there will now be paper-recycling boxes in the dorms.


Senator Smith reminds everyone to stick around for the Pro Temp election.

Representative Hoppe motions to adjourn the meeting. Senator Avery seconds. The meeting is adjourned at 5:45 p.m.
ASUPS Student Senate  
November 26, 2002  

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Sanders, Senator Griffin, Senator Smith, Senator Ostrander, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Senator Teske, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton

Members absent: Senator Kogan and Senator Taufa

Minutes from November 21, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton announces that he hopes everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving break.

President Shelton announces that the Tuesday night before reading period will be the last Formal Senate for the semester.

President Shelton announces that he has decided not to play basketball this year. Although it was a tough decision, he believes that it was the right one. Not playing basketball this year will allow him to focus more on ASUPS.

President Shelton announces that Senate might be held at 6:00 p.m. next semester.

Vice President Abbott motions to suspend the agenda and go to Docket #02-082. Senator Fieman seconds.

OLD BUSINESS
Vice President Abbott moves to pass and amend Docket #02-082, which states that the ASUPS Senate hereby approves nomination of Dave White for Junior Class Senator. The docket will now have President Ben Shelton as the author. The docket opens for discussion. President Shelton discusses why Dave White was nominated for the position and Dave White discusses why he has accepted the nomination. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Dave White is sworn into the Junior Class Senate position.

Vice President Abbott moves to suspend the agenda and move to new business. Senator Ostrander seconds.
NEW BUSINESS
Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket # 02-084, which will allocate $150.00 to the Asian American Culture and Technology in Society Theme Suites to provide prizes for the Nintendo 64 Super Smash Brothers Tournament. Senator Avery seconds. Eugene Tanaka, student coordinator for the Asian American Culture Theme Suite addresses the senate. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Avery moves to pass Docket #02-083, which will allocate $33.05 from the Senate Project Fund for the accessories obtained for the collaborated Penny Drive with PLU. Senator Wrencher has the floor. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to resume normal business.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that there will be another meeting with the architectures tomorrow.

Vice President Abbott announces that he is currently working on Popular Entertainment.

Vice President Abbott announces that the photo review has been successful.

Vice President Abbott announces that the Elections Committee will meet next Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. to draft up guidelines for the spring.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that the Faculty Senate Chair and the Registrar has come up with a compromise on the issue of giving freshmen and sophomore preference for 100-level courses.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces he will not be able to make the architecture meeting tomorrow and wishes everyone a Happy Thanksgiving.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Smith announces that he would like to meet with every senator one on one before the end of the year. He will send out an email tonight to set up times.

Senator Smith asks for suggestions on a date and time for the February Forum. The senate decided on February 5, 2003 around 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Senator Smith announces that he placed Senate goals in everyone’s boxes.

Senator Smith announces that senate will meet at the normal time next week, but for the following week, senate will be on Tuesday.
Senator Smith opens the floor for the discussion of important issues that ASUPS should tackle.

1) Senator Avery: Concerned with maintenance repair and how the costs of damages in the dorm rooms are decided.
2) Senator Avery: Who are our administrators and what do they do?
3) Senator Sanders: Student safety is endangered on Alder and Union because of fast cars and the lack of crosswalks.
4) Senator Smith: Tacoma sucks. How do we make Tacoma more appealing? Senator Ostrander offers to develop a “How to use the bus” poster, so that students can get out of Tacoma or see more of the city, for her senate project.
5) President Shelton: OIS is a reoccurring issue. President Shelton charges Vice President Abbott to develop a Food, Safety, and Technology Committee.
6) Senator Teske: Lack of computers.
7) Senator Smith: Division between Greeks and independents.

Senator Smith announces that if the Senate solves one of these problems, they will be the most successful senate ever.

President Shelton announces that someone needs to continue the Log Review.

PRO TEMPE
Senator Fieman thanks everyone for electing him as Pro Tempe.

Senator Fieman announces that he would like Senate goals to be more tangible and for senators to have a clearer vision for their projects. He will email everyone individually with feedback.

LIASION
Senator Ostrander announces that she has received many reports and will be giving the ASUPS clubs meeting times to Jeryln Nicholson.

COMMITTEE REPORT
Senator Teske announces that in Union Board they discussed decorating the sub. There will be a Christmas tree in Marshall Hall. The idea of putting up a Totem Pole by the fireplace of Marshall Hall was also brought up during the meeting. A display case by the café is now available to clubs and organizations. There will also be a new UPS seal above the fireplace; she is not sure when it will be up.

Senator Sanders announces that Media Board is continuing their review of Photo Services. Senator Smith also announces that Praxis Image recently had their 48 hour film festival and that they are reorganizing their room so that other clubs and organizations can use their equipment.

Senator Sanders announces that Budget Committee has not met and will not meet until next semester. Senator Sanders also expresses that he does not agree with the use of Capital Expenditures for the purchase of the hammock.

Vice President Abbott replies that he felt that it was okay to go through Capital Expenditures, instead of waiting a whole year for the hammock.
Senator Wrencher announces that the Diversity Committee met today and discussed the Political Diversity Council meeting that she attended last week. The Council felt that more action was needed after the Blackface incident and felt that diversity on campus is misrepresented. Senator Wrencher advised them to get more organized and to come to the Student Diversity Committee meetings.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Sanders announces that the proofs for the poster will be done today. He will have them next week. He also announces that the “Senate in Session” sign will be arriving soon.

Senator Wrencher announces that Counseling Health and Wellness thanks everyone for sending them students for their survey.

Vice President Abbott announces that Mistletoast will be next Friday and there will be a Post Toast sponsored by the Campus Music Network over in the piano lounge of the sub.

President Shelton announces that there will be a Conspiracy of Hope benefit Concert during Conspiracy of Hope. The concert auditions were held Saturday. All money will go to charity.

Representative Rickoll moves to adjourn. The meeting is adjourned at 6:50 p.m.
ASUPS Student Senate  
December 5, 2002

Call to Order: Murray Boardroom of the Wheelock Student Center at 5:00 pm.

Members Present: Senator Taufa, Senator White, Senator Kogan, Senator Smith, Senator Ostrander, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman, Senator Wrencher, Senator Avery, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Representative Rickoll, Vice President Abbott and President Shelton

Members absent: Senator Sanders and Senator Teske

Minutes from November 26, 2002 approved.

OPEN FORUM
Nothing.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton announces that an article in The Trail will come out tomorrow announcing Kat Griffin’s resignation as Junior Class Senator and Dave White’s appointment to the position.

President Shelton announces that he will not be present for Formal Senate next week because the One Act Play he is directing is at the same time.

President Shelton announces that he was absent last Tuesday because of a Presidential Search Committee meeting. The applicants have finally been narrowed down and the committee will soon meet with the remaining applicants. President Shelton is very optimistic about the candidates.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Vice President Abbott announces that the Photo Services review is currently at the end of information processing and the full review should be done by mid February.

Vice President Abbott announces that he needs to schedule a time for the Election Committee to meet.

Vice President Abbott announces that he will not be meeting with the Cabinet next week and that he will keep the senate posted on his meetings with the architectures.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that a Midnight Breakfast is tentatively planned for late January, the night of the first home basketball game.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Orientation Committee currently has an Orientation Model for 2004. They are hoping to integrate Preludes into Passages and to invite faculty members to Passages. New students will also have the choice to go on an Urban Passages. Orientation may
also end a day early in order to have a Welcome Back Sophomores Orientation, which would end with a campus lecture event.

Representative Hoppe announces that there have been more than 100 submissions to the stereotype board.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Social Justice program may be moved from University to the unoccupied side of Smith, since University is not handicapped accessible.

FACULTY REPORT
Nothing.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Senator Smith asks President Shelton to explain Senate Stipends.

President Shelton announces that all senators will receive a $50 stipend after their term if they do not have any unexcused absents and no more than two excused absents.

Senator Smith announces that he will try to have formal senate in Sub 101 next semester.

Senator Smith reminds the senators to sign up for a one on one meeting with him.

PRO TEMPE REPORT
Senator Fieman announces that he will send out feedback emails tonight or over the weekend about Senate Projects. He also congratulates Senator Wrencher for completing her Senate Project.

LIASON REPORT
Senator Ostrander announces that she has successfully gotten a hold of two groups that ASUPS had not heard from.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Vice President Abbott announces that Food and Safety met tonight. They discussed the Jamba Juice issue and the shortage of nonuseable cups.

Senator Wrencher announces that Diversity met this week and talked about the expansion of the activities fair.

Senator Avery announces that during the President’s Council meeting they talked about the space issue in Wheelock and how to get more organizations to take advantage of the publicity office.

Senator Avery announces that he is taking over the Log Review.

Vice President Abbott announces that he will give a financial report to the senate at the last formal senate meeting.

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
Senator Avery moves to table docket #02-085, that will amend the ASUPS By-Laws under Article II, Section 1D, 1, to add the subsections stated on the docket. Senator Bernhardt seconds.

Senator Fieman moves to pass docket #02-086, Senator Wrencher seconds. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith and Senator Kogan abstaining.

Senator Avery moves to pass docket #02-087, which will appoint Moriah Blake as the new Assistant Director of Public Relations. The docket opens for discussion. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Fieman announces that Student Concerns will meet after Senate.

Vice President Abbott announces that Mistletoast and Post Toast will be held tomorrow night. He also announces that Undercover Brother is the campus film this weekend and that Crosscurrent had their release party last night.

Senator Bernhardt announces that there will be an article in the next Trail about the hammock.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Women’s Concern Group will be meeting in the Cellar at 6:00 p.m.

President Shelton announces that there will be several theater performances this weekend and the following week.

Senator Avery announces that he is going to have Greeks email him with experiences they have had with facilities charges.

Senator Wrencher announces the Counseling, Health, and Wellness will have a relaxation event sometime before finals.

Senator Smith announces that for Formal Senate, formal clothing is required. He also announces that the final Formal Senate of the semester will be held next Tuesday.

President Shelton announces that there will be Informal Senate at 6:00 p.m. the first Tuesday we come back from winter break.

Senator Smith adjourns the meeting at 5:30 p.m.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting
January 28, 2003

Call to Order: 6:08 pm.
President Shelton
Vice President Abbott
Senators:
Bernhardt
Sanders
Fieman
Smith
White
Ostander
Taufa
Avery
Kogan
Teske
Wrencher
Senator Zolkeply was tardy
Representative Hoppe
Representative Rickoll

Visitor's Agenda was made, and passed around for all to see.

Open Forum:
Executive Report: President Shelton:
In the search for a new president, there are two candidates: Candidate Thomas of Connecticut, and Candidate Smith of Willamette. The board letter was finished, and the meetings with the candidates will occur soon.
These are the last two months with the current president and vice president. President Shelton says that there have been good open forms, and is looking forward to his last two months on the board. For those who would like to run for president and vice president, they should meet with President Shelton to discuss elections and advertising at any time.

Vice President Report: The Budget Task Force has reported back. There is a $170 fee for this year. This will be the fifth fee for ASUPS for this year, but that is considered good. The Campus Life Planning Team met and discussed the building of a new dorm, and the expansion of the Fitness Center. Nominations are beginning tomorrow for ASUPS offices, and people should start petitioning for the nominations of senate and executive positions. Interviews will be within the next few weeks. Reagan submitted a letter of resignation, and the resignation has been accepted.
Dean of Students: The Midnight Breakfast is going to be on Saturday night, and volunteers are in need. It is hoped that the Breakfast will be a success and that it will involve no pranks. The members of ASUPS are encouraged to encourage good behavior among the students. A ticket is needed to be admitted to the Midnight Breakfast so only students will come. There is a limit of 1000. The "What if up?" posters are up to advertise positions for RA, Passages, Perspectives and Greek Life members for next year,
one can apply in Student Development. The Conspiracy of Hope is well underway, and Feb. 8th is the first metro drive that they are putting on. Flyers are out, and there will be speakers and a concert on Feb. 15th. E-mail to hope@ups.edu for more info. On Monday, there will be and internal review for the department of affairs, operations and the like. The reviews for student attendance will be on Monday from 12-1pm. The Board of Trustees meeting will be held in February. We will present to ass an additional Greek Chapter. Upon the outcome of the vote, interest groups could apply to create a chapter, but the board will wait until an official answer is determined before the idea is released to the public.

**Faculty Report:** President Search—the faculty is encouraged, and the campus community can be involved in the decision process.

**Chair:** There is a calendar, please fill in office hours. Come for feedbacks from interviews, give suggestions on Tuesday—full hour meeting on Tuesday.

**Pro Temp:** E-mail for senate projects for this semester, and finish the projects form last semester as soon as possible. There is also now a list of the off campus police officers. Liaison Report: Find the meeting times for all of the clubs, and their even times and dates preferably by Tuesday, or as soon as possible.

**New Year Reports:** No new committees. Last semester student concerns, tell more about the off campus police. Student paychecks will be changed to biweekly as students wanted. The Finances meeting to make the change official will take place on Monday at 9:00.

**Government:** find a meeting time. The president council will meet at 10 on Monday. Need diversity committee and times.

**Old Business:** Vice President Abbott motioned to discuss new business first, and it is seconded.

**New Business:** Vice President Abbott moved to bring up Docket 02092. Senator Wrencher seconded. The more bodies that are on an election is better, and Eidum has talked and has stated why she wants to be on an election committee: She has ‘worked many elections, and ‘knows the ropes’.” She is open to questions. None of any importance were asked. The Docket was passed, and all were in favor. Docket 02093 was moved to be passed by Vice President Abbott. Senator Wrencher seconded it. All were in favor to pass the docket except for Senators Smith and White abstained.

The Vice President elections are to start now, although they did not start this week, and the same rules that were adopted in the fall (such as having an executive signature) are required. The same rules are going to remain the same as they weren’t changed soon enough. If any of the rules do indeed get changed, they are to benefit the electee due the fact that they weren’t changed at an earlier date. Two meetings will be held next week with the election committees to discuss any possible changes. All were in favor except for Senators Smith and Sanders who abstained.

Old Business: Was moved to be removed form the Table by Vice President Abbott. There was some confusion about it, and Andrew Miller suggested that the confusion about it is
cleared up and a better proposal is written before it is reconsidered. Senator Smith abstains from the vote, but not enough are in favor to have the docket pass, and it therefore does not pass.

Bi-law changed; and 02073 is confirmed that it passed. In order to pass though it had to first be published in the Trail. Docket 02085 has also been corrected, but it needs to remain on the Table until a revised copy is written and it is published in the Trail.

**Announcements:** Hilary's article from San Francisco is now on the Web. Vice President Abbott brings up the Cultural Event that is to take place tomorrow night. President Shelton clarifies: it is a one-man show that has toured in both Europe and America, and is highly acclaimed. He encourages everyone to go to it. There is a basketball game on Friday night, and the girl’s team is doing quite well, but they lost their last game by only two points, so they are ‘hungry’ for a win—it should be a great game. The game is at 6pm at PLU. The Campus Film this week is Amalie. Dave Mathews will not be playing at UPS on his campus tour—he is only playing the East Coast, and so we are now looking for another performer.

Motion to leave, all are in favor, and thus the meeting is adjourned at 6:37pm.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting  
2.6.03  
Call to Order 6:09

Members Present: Vice President Abbott, Senators Bernhardt, Sanders, Fieman, Smith, White, Ostander, Taufa, Avery, Kogan, Teske, Wrencher, and Zolkeply. Representative Hoppe.

Members Absent:  
Representative Rickoll, President Shelton

Minutes approved

Open Forum: none

Presidential Report: President Shelton is Absent.

Vice President Report: President Shelton is at the Board of Trustees Meeting. Both President Shelton, and Vice President Abbot are working on the last of the main goals for this administration. The Final draft for the Campus Life Planning Team is in. There will be more room for an exam room, and a publicity office will also be a part of the renovation. There will also be new lounges in Todd Phibbs, and in other dorms too. Comments about the renovation can be turned in until February 12th.

Campaigning started last night. There is a Greek Chapter Meeting on Tuesday, and the Cellar Meetings when the candidates are open for questions will be coming up soon. Vice President is going to try to make some reformations to make the whole ASUPS office run more efficiently, updates concerning that will be coming.

Faculty Report: none, Representative Rickoll is absent.

Dean if Students Report: There is a presentation in Killworth Chapel tonight. There is a retreat being planned to Camp Coleman. Conspiracy of Hope’s metro dive and fair is this weekend. In the Campus Life Planning Report, many of the suggestions never made into the report. Everything will be resubmitted soon so nothing will be left out. One of the proposed changes is putting apartments for Resident Directors into the dorms. Next year there will be four Resident Directors. The new positions, and the apartments will hopefully come from funding that already exists. This will be a big change, and it is hoped that by having four Resident Directors there will be more direct support. Senator White asks where the apartments would be, adn how the work would be disturbed. Representative Rickoll answers: There will be two Resident Directors for each Quad. Some of the apartments would have to be built or at least worked on, esp. in Todd Phibbs and Anderson Langdon. Schiff has the basic makings for an apartment, and in other buildings the apartments would have to be added. Senator Sanders asks if the Resident Directors will take the place of the CCs, or if they would be other “go-betweens?” Representative Rickoll answers: They would split the job between the four of them--the Resident Directors would be able to run thing more effectively if there were four of them.
There will be open interviews for the positions, and students are encouraged to be a part of the process. There will be ads to advertise the interviews in The Trail and the interviews will most likely be in April. Everyone is a potential candidate. Vice President Abbott also ads that the expansion of the Fitness enter is feasible and may happen in the next years, and an outdoor basketball court may also be in the works.

Chair Report: There is a meeting on Sunday at 1pm. The meeting will be about two hours, and Senators should plan to stay until 3:00pm at the latest.

Pro Tempe Report: for the meeting on Sunday, please come with ideas--proposals, drafts of drawings for the projects.

Liaison Report: The club reports only have to be in every other week now, because every week is a bit excessive. Please have all of the information in for next week!

Vice President Abbott moves to go to new business, Senator Wrencher seconds.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket 02100. Senator White seconds. Vice President Abbott: 100 dollars to improve the Showcase for the Northwest Sound programming. 

   Band’s $1200 dollar proposal couldn’t be afforded, only $650 could be afforded. Trying to get as close to $1,000.00 as possible. $50.00 came from outdoor programs, and another $100.00 came from other outdoor programs, some more is needed for a hotel room, and a $400.00 drop was faced. Vice President Abbott asks presenters if they have heard form the band. They have not, but the Rendezvous has been booked in cease they do perform. Vice President Abbott moves to amend the Docket to say “Northwest Sounds,” Senator Smith abstains, and the Docket is amended. Senator Osterander moves to pass the Docket. Senator Smith abstains; 020100 passes, as amended.

Vice President Abbott moves to go back to committee reports.

Senator White reports about Student Concerns. The are some regarding emails, and a safety issue with the police. No report about the new payroll as of yet, Student Concerns will look into it. With Student Government, there is a concern that there is an inconsistence in the Student Integrity Code. Representative Hoppe clarifies: the edition of the Code was old, and the concern had been dealt with already. The Student Government was already notified this afternoon.

Senator Sanders reports about the Media Board, and says that at the meeting last Friday, a proposed change went into effect, and the proposal seems viable. The members of Photo service and The Trail have until April to decide if this new plan works, and if it should become permanent.

New Business: Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket 02098 Senator Wrencher seconds. Ty Jones, a former ASUPS Senator and RA, is interested in being on finance committee. Docket will decide if he should be appointed. Jones says that he is, a capitalist, and he had experience with finance when he was in ASPUS, he appreciates
being appointed to the committee. Senator White asks Jones if he has any biases? Jones answers “no.”
All on favor?? Senator Smith abstains, Docket 02098 passes.

Senator Avery moves to consider Docket 02101, Senator Osterander seconds. Dinning and Conference Services are willing to contribute cups, napkins and coffee, for a Valentine’s Day celebration, Senator Osterander says. Senator Kogan opposes the passage of the Docket, and Senator Smith abstains, Docket 002101 passes.

Senator White moves to consider Docket 02099, Senator Wrencher seconds. Senator Kogan asks if it should be amend. Vice President Abbott seconds the amendment to be Jason Fieman. Smith abstains the vote, and the Docket is amended. Abbott asks is all are in favor of the meeting time still being at 8:00 on Tuesdays. In the Vote, Senator Smith abstains, and Dockett 02099 as amended passes.

Announcements: Vice President Abbott reminds that Red Dragon is this week’s campus film, and mentions the Lectures this week. He will also be discussing his thesis at the IPE theme house this week. Lynn Brown a former leader of the Black Panthers will be giving a lecture on Feb. 18

Senator White reminds about the Jackobson Series Concert this weekend, and “they are great, so go!!” The basketball game is this weekend too.

Senator Wrencher says that ice skating venture advertisement went up yesterday, and encourages everyone to go to the ice skating event.

At 8:30 tomorrow morning in the Rotunda, the new president will be announced. The Trail Open Forum will be on 17th Feb. at 6:00 in the Rotunda.
Senator Smith announces that after this meeting will be printing the calendar for office hours.
Senator Avery says that a copy of the Log Review will be out on Friday

Adjourned at 6:37
Formal Senate Meeting ASUPS
February 13, 2003
Call to Order 6:09pm Murray Board Room WSC

Members Present: President Shelton, Vice President Abbott, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Sanders, Senator Fieman, Senator Smith, Senator White, Senator Ostrander, Senator Avery, Senator Wrencher, Representative Hoppe

Members Absent: Senator Kogan (excused) Senator Teske,

Member Tardy: Representative Rickoll

Minutes 2.6.03 Approved after a few slight changes.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENTIAL REPORT
Postponed

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT:
Vice President Abbott announces the Cellar Speeches tonight at 7:00pm.

Vice President Abbott announces a new idea for the organization of Dockets: all dockets will be given to Ann Marie to copy and distribute, this will hopefully keep Dockets from being lost.

PRESIDENT REPORT
President Shelton announces the performances of *The Vagina Monologues* as a part of Conspiracy of Hope

President Shelton announces the cultural events that are taking place on campus

President Shelton announces the Campus Film *Bowling for Columbine*

President Shelton announces he is working on making sure that the change of powers will be smooth, and that there will be continuity.

Vice President Abbott moves to go to New Business, Senator Ostrander seconds. President Shelton announces that Erin Heath will be sworn into Honor Court on approval of Docket 02-2102. Senator Wrencher moves to pass the Docket, Vice President Abbott seconds. Docket 02-2102 Passes, Senator Smith abstains.

Erin Heath is sworn into Honor Court.
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket 02-0102, and it is seconded.
The docket states that $889.00 will be given to The Trail instead of the originally requested $1200.00. Members from The Trail are present, and make a case that more money should be given. The money is for a conference about Journalism, and The Trail would like to send 22 members, because the conference is in Seattle this year. The Trail typically send 3-4 members to such conferences, but would like to send as many as possible this year as the conference is close by. The Trail would like to have the original amount of money, but ASUPS is concerned about giving so much, as the budget is already rather low. After much discussion, Senator White moves to amend the docket to give The Trail $1000.00. Senator Sanders seconds. Vice President encourages the members of ASUPS to vote “No” due to the state of the budget. Senator Bernhardt moves to vote on the amendment, and Senator Zolkeply seconds. The amendment is voted against with Senator Smith and Representative Rickoll abstaining. Senator Fieman moves to pass the docket as written, and it is seconded. The docket then passes as written with Senator Smith abstaining.

Docket 02101 is moved to be tabled. All vote to do so, and Senator Smith, and Senator Bernhardt abstain. The docket is thus tabled.

President Shelton moves to not introduce Docket 02-104. Vice President Abbott seconds, and there is no introduction of the Docket.

Senator Asks to resume normal order.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that a new science Major/Minor programs has been added: Technology and Society. It is concerned with the history and philosophy of science. It is a good program that sets students up well for graduate or law school. President Shelton leaves.

DEAN OF STUDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces the Benefit Concert on Saturday to wrap up the Conspiracy of Hope week.

Representative Hoppe announces that R.A. interviews begin this week.

Representative Hoppe announces that the issues with Jrs and Srs taking 100 and 200-level classes have been absolved.

CHAIR REPORT
Senator Smith announces that he is pleased with how the docket discussions were handled tonight.

Senator Smith asks ASUPS members to please attend their office hours. Senator Smith announces that Theresa from OIS will be at the meeting on Tuesday, and asks that members come to the meeting prepared with questions.
PRO TEMPE REPORT
Announces that it is good to hear that the Conspiracy of Hope is going well.
E-mail will go out tonight to check on the Senate Projects

LIAISON REPORT
Senator Ostrander thanks Senator Bernhardt and Senator Sanders for getting their reports in.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Student Governance: At meeting today, there was a change in the bi-laws. A Bookstore Board will potentially be added, with a work study member, a Senator and three students. The Bookstore is looking to make changes based on what students would like to see changed.

Finance: Senator Avery announces the transition with Ben Zamzow is going well. Senator Avery also announces that the budget is not in the best situation right now.

Vice President Abbott announces the Election Committee met on Tuesday, and there will perhaps be a debate during faculty Hour on KUPS.

Vice President Abbott also announces that copies at the Copy Shop will be 5 cents as the sign reads.

NEW BUSINESS
All taken care of.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Bernhardt: The Hammock Inauguration Ceremony will be on Friday
Senator White: his ASUPS questionnaire is done, and it is condensed so two copies will fit on each sheet of paper
Senator Wrencher: the Lute and Logger Snow Ball sign up is going well.
Senator Ostrander: the sprinklers will be overhauled to conserve water and work better.
Senator Smith would like to discuss the formal dress code after the meeting.
Vice President Abbott thanks Senator Wrencher for working the booth at the Carnival.
Senator Wrencher: Sweet Home Alabama is this week’s Campus Film.

Meeting Adjourned at 6:59pm
Formal Senate meeting ASUPS 2.20.03

Call to Order 6:10

Members Present: President Shelton, Vice President, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Sanders, Senator Smith, Senator White, Senator Ostrander, Senator Avery, Senator Kogan, Senator Teske, and Senator Wrencher. Senator Fieman was tardy, as was Representative Rickoll.

Members Absent: Representative Hoppe (excused)

Approval of Minuets.

OPEN FOURM:

Vice President Abbott moves to go to New Business. Senator Fieman seconds. All vote to go to New Business with Senator Smith abstaining.

President Shelton moves to pass Docket #02-104 Senator Ostrander seconds.

The docket is to appoint Kara Christenson to Honor Court. President Shelton yields his time to Kara who states that she it happy to accept the recommendation, and is happy to be part of the Honor Court. She will receive training next Tuesday. Senator White asks Kara why she is interested, and how she heard about the position. Kara responds by stating that President Shelton asked if she would be interested, and she was happy to take the position. Kara also thinks that Honor Court is something needed at the school, and is thrilled to be a part of it. The docket is voted on, and passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Kara Christenson is sworn into Honor Court.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-107, Senator White seconds. Seth Harbor from LightHouse discusses the proposal to fund the LightHouse Retreat for $337.50 Senator Ostrander asks what is done at such retreats, and Mr. Harbor answers by stating that it is a good time to get away, and have time for worship and personal reflection. Senator White asks about the attendance of the retreat. Mr. Harbor estimates, based upon attendance of other semesters that there will be around 260 participants. The docket is then passed with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-108 Senator Kogan seconds. The Docket allows Stitch and Bitch, knitting and crocheting club to be an official ASUPS club. A representative from the club answers questions stating that it is a club for people with similar interests to get together and knit and crochet, and for other people to come and learn. She says that she would like it to be a weekly event, and that she has a list of 30 potential members. The Docket is voted on and passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-109 Senator Ostrander seconds. Vice President Abbott yields his time Ana Burke on behalf of the Geology Club. She explains that it is for the 25-30 Geology majors, to be in a club and to work together on projects
and have events. This way the Geology majors can get to know each other, and work together. Others can also be a part of the club. The club isn’t entirely Geology-oriented, but it is a good way to get the department together. Right now there are about 38 people signed up. They are going to apply for a budget for next year. The docket is passed with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to resume normal order, Senator Bernhardt seconds, no objections.

EXCEUTIVE REPORTS:

PRESIDENT REPORT:
Nothing to report.

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT:
Vice President Abbott announces that the Trimble Forum Speeches for elections candidates are tonight at 7:00.
Vice President Abbott announces that there are some issues being worked out between the Theater members, and Campus Films with using Wyatt 003 for the Campus Films, and still for other theatrical events. Vice President is open to any ideas to work out the problem.

Senator Smith announces that Vice President Abbott was accepted for admittance to George Washington University.
Vice President Abbott announces a Bi-Law change: The Trial for the changes should be in their perminate bi-laws.

Vice President Abbott announces there should be communication between the old and new ASUPS executives, and programs should be made very clear so things change more easily.

Vice President announces that Media Board reviews already help with department changes--see how the department has been running.

DEAN’S REPORT:

Representative Hoppe is absent.

FACULTY REPORT:

Representative Rickoll apologizes for being late-he was working with things in the Biology Department.

Representative Rickoll announces that everyone should be excited for the basket ball games against PLU.
CHAIR REPORT:
Senator Smith announces that the meeting with OIS on Tuesday was very beneficial, and opens the floor for anyone to comment on the meeting. Senator Ostrander said that it was great to get everyone in the same place and on the same side, and discuss all of the strengths and weaknesses. Vice President Abbott announces that the OIS students are also happy about the meeting, and they are glad to have some of the problems solved. Senator Smith announces that he has made a cover letter for the questionnaire. (He passes around a copy). He says if there are changes to be made to write them on the paper, and he will fix them. Senator Smith hopes that this questionnaire will get some good feedback, and that there will be a wide amount of people answering it.

PRO TEMPE REPORT:
Senator Fieman thanks those who emailed him responses.

Senator Fieman then announces the Senate Projects that are being worked on:

Senator Avery: Damages in the Greek Houses

Senator Wrencher: the UPS PLU Snow Ball Ice Skating event

Senator Bernhardt: the hammock

Please let Senator Fieman know about any other projects.

Senator Smith announces that there will be discussion about Senate Projects on Tuesday. Senators Ostrander and Teske are recognized for their work on Tuesday mornings giving free coffee and chai to those who came to the ASUPS table. This event helped people to see how the candidates for the upcoming election are.

LIASON REPORT:
Nothing to report

Senator Ostrander does however announce that the Campus Green Party has gotten 60 signatures and phone numbers to her, and now they would like to have a lecture given by Mr. Jelopy. He is a leftist and a radical. Some are apprehensive about having him come, but it is thought that it would be beneficial to have a radical speak, and he appeals to more than just the Greens, as he was once a musician with a band. His lecture wouldn’t be entirely political. Right now thought there are problems because he usually charges $1,500.00 to $5,000 for lecturing.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Vice President Abbott announces that each ASUPS member must sign up to work at least two hours at the election booth next week.

MEDIA BOARD-They are trying to create a way to archive all of the photos online, and have them accessible at any time. There are still some issues with The Trail and they are perhaps delaying the process for getting everything done, but there is a lot of progress being made. 

year book ed, also coming in and she will create a review—-that is the next project for the media board.

Senator Sanders discussed the Webmaster job, and how there is now going to be a set job description so that the position can be run more smoothly.

Senator Fieman discusses The Trail and the convention they are looking forward to. He also announces to look for an upcoming article concerning Off-Campus Police.

Senator Sanders announces that at the Faculty Senate meeting on Monday, temporal matters in confidentially involving documents were discussed and explained. There are also going to be discussions about different restrictions and bans on emails and the like.

Senator Sanders will have a full report next Thursday.

NEW BUSINESS

Vice President Abbott moves to take Docket #02-101 off the table, Senator Ostrander seconds. Should $1,321 to the Sociology Club to attend a conference. The original amount was changed, and the new amount is adjusted not to include the price of food or ground transportation. (The original was $2600). This conference will bring back information about Sociology to campus and to our peers. This amount of money is to allow 11 people to go. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith opposing, and Senator Zolkeply abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to look at Docket #02-106, Senator Kogan seconds. Drinking Alternative presentation the van cost for them and they request another $50 dollars to pay for the fuel. Senator Zolkeply moves to amend to allow an additional $50.00. Senator Fieman seconds. The amendment is voted on and it passes with Senator Smith abstaining. Senator Smith moves to pass the Docket, and it passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-110. Senator Bernhardt talked to the President of PSA and announces that the club is in good standing and has a following of 17 right now. Senator Smith moves to vote, and the docket passes with Senator Smith and Senator Fieman abstaining. The Pagan Student Alliance is thus an ASPUS recognized club.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Senator Avery announces that all of the Greek house slips for damages are going out, and that he is going to try to deal with the facilities.

Senator Wrencher announces that she received a phone call from PLU concerning the Lute and Logger Snow Ball. PLU has had problems with advertising, and they don’t have many people signed up. They still have paid for their part of the ice rink bill, and that is non-refundable. There is no way to cancel, and the UPS side is looking good, she will continue to advertise, and hope to get more UPS students to go.

President Shelton announces that the basketball games, especially the women’s game are going to be great, and if the women win, they will be in playoffs. The women play at 6:00 and the men at 8:00.

Senator Zolkelpy announces that she has talked to the owner of the Miracle Street Smoothie to be a replacement for Jamba Juice. She also announces the student plays this weekend at 7:00 in the Rendezvous.

Senator Smith announces that next Tuesday the Senate Projects will be discussed.

Vice President Abbott announces that members must sign up to run the elections table, and that he would be happy to give anyone who would like orientation for running the booth during his office hours.

Meeting adjourned at 6:59
Minutes: ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting 2.27.03

Call to Order 7.10

Members Present: Vice President Abbott, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Sanders, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: Representative Rickoll

Members Tardy: President Abbott, Senator Fieman, Senator Avery, Senator Smith

Approval of the Minuets
Senator White takes the role of Chair with both Senator Smith and Senator Fieman absent.

OPEN FORUM:
The group that will be taking a trip to Poland says that they are here to try to become more familiar with ASUPS between now and when they go on the trip. They wanted to introduce themselves to the Senate by coming to the meeting.

President Shelton would like to congratulate the senators who won and also the new President and Vice President. President Shelton then asks the new members of ASUPS to join the current members at the table.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS:

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Shelton has nothing to report

Vice President Abbott moves to go to new business. Senator Avery seconds.

Senator Fieman arrives and takes over the role of Chair.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-111, Recognition of Just. Senator White seconds. Vice President Abbott gives the floor to the members of the club who are present. Andrew Strobel speaks on behalf of the club, and tells that it is a club to promote Human Rights. Senator Fieman moves to vote. The Docket os then passed with Senator Kogan opposing, and Senators Fieman and Ostrander abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to resume normal order, and Senator White seconds.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Vice President Abbott announces that there was an election this week, and that is all he has to report.
FACULTY REPORT
Vice President Abbott substitutes for Representative Rickoll who is absent. He announces that the requirements for the new Science and Technology major have been written up, and if anyone is interested in seeing them, he (Abbott) has copies in his office.

DEAN’S REPORT:
Representative Hoppe announces that he would like to commend everyone who worked on the election, and that it was the smoothest he can remember.

Representative Hoppe announces that RSA won the Building Block award for the North West region for being the rejuvenated RSA. They were competing against a lot of other schools who have been doing so for a long time, and then won on the first try.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Social Justice program will move to the side of Smith that was Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Representative Hoppe announces that there will be an incentive for Greek Chapters to meets the goals set for them. The Chapter that gets 100% will get $1000.00 and the Chapter that gets 95% will get $450.00

CHAIR IS NOT PRESENT

PRO TEMPE REPORT

Senator Fieman congratulates the new candidates.

LIAISON REPORT

Senator Ostrander announces that since no reports were e-mailed to her, she has nothing to report.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

MEDIA BOARD: Vice President Abbott announces that they are still working on finding the web master candidate. Mr. Humbug came in and showed what he as web master does and, and that helped to make the decision about what it is that we want done. Schiller thinks a new name other than “web master” is needed. Since the web site needs to be updated all of the time to be truly functional so it is hoped that everything will be worked out soon.

FACULTY SENATE: Working on issues surrounding confidentiality issues.

Vice President Abbott announces that ASUPS may be purchasing a recycling bin for (white) paper for the SUB. ASUPS would own the bin, but is would be maintained by the Facilities workers.

Vice President Abbott announces that there will be a new bulletin board to post ASUPS events on so people can see more. The current board is expensive to rent, and the contract
is up on it. Facilities will provide a new and better board as soon as the old one is taken away.

Vice President Abbott announces that we are looking into having coin machines in the SUB as well as a new ATM machine. One of the potential ATM machines will charge $1.95 in transaction unless there are over 250 transactions per week, and then it would be $1.50. A bank that would have cheaper fees or free transactions is however still being looked for.

NEW BUSINESS:
Docket #02-112 is not going to be discussed, and should be considered invalid.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-113. Senator Wrencher Seconds. This Docket was discussed last week, and it concerns the bylaws. The basic idea to the changes will make those who are not as involved in ASUPS have communication with ASUPS--mostly in regard to clubs and organizations. This also concerns Program Organizers; it is generally believed that Program Organizers should have more communication with ASUPS and not rely so much on the opinions of fickle students. Senator White suggests that the part of the bylaws should be clearer about the communication that should occur between ASUPS and Programmers. Senator Ostrander moves to amend the section. Now the following will be added: 

7 “The power of the Program shall ot be construed to extends beyond a recommendation to the ASUPS Senate.” Senator White seconds the new wording. The amendment is voted on, and it passes with Senator Kogan opposing and Senator Fieman abstaining. Senator Sanders now thinks that there should be a change to #6 as well to make the Programmer’s Recommendations more clear. The Senate is divided on the issue, but most think that there is no need to change the wording of #6. Senator Bernhardt states that he would like to move to just vote on the Docket, but there is no second. After discussion, Vice President Abbott moves to amend the Docket again to include: “Senate shall notify the Chair of the effected program committee an invite them to attend the senate meeting where there recommendation is presented.” Senator Smith argues that since the Program Chairs already know that they are invited to the meetings that adding this amendment is excessive bureaucracy. Senator Fieman moves to vote on the amendment. Senator Teske, Senator Kogan, Senator White, Senator Ostrander and Senator Smith oppose, and Senator White and Senator Smith abstain. The second amendment fails. Senator Bernhardt moves to pass the docket as first amended. The docket is passed with Senator Smith, Representative Hoppe, and Senator Fieman abstaining.

Senator Smith resumes his role as Chair

There is no other New Business.

CHAIR REPORT

Senator Smith welcomes all of the new officers to ASUPS, and welcomes back those who are returning, and wishes everyone a good remainder of the school year.
Senator Smith announces that he is trying to get hold of the City of Tacoma, and get the crosswalks repainted, and he hopes to have the people from the City here in here in a few weeks to talk about safety.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Senator Fieman moves to give time to the President and Vice President Elect to address the Senate. President Shelton gives a few words first as an introduction. President Shelton announces that he and President Elect Frost got together and went over Presidential duties and the like, and he is encouraged that the transition will be smooth. Likewise Vice President Abbott and Vice President Elect Barrans also got together and also believe that the transition should be smooth. President Shelton says that the Executives Elect are looking forward to taking office and that in the next few weeks they will be doing everything they can to get to know the members of ASUPS, and begin to get a feel for the job.

President Elect Frost speaks:
He announces that he and Vice President elect Barrans are looking forward to the next year. They have a lot of ideas, and are excited to begin work.

Vice President Elect Barrans echoes President Elect Frost in that she is very excited for the next year, and that she has a lot of ideas, and is looking forward to working with everyone.

Vice President Abbott announces that Klangstan and Nobel who won a Grammy for New Age are playing on Saturday in Kilworth at 7:00, and that the tickets are selling out rapidly.

Senator White shares that he thinks the change machine is a good idea, but reminds that the Info Center keeps enough quarters now to change money when they are open.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Substance Abuse Committee met and asked her to be a part of it. They are also asking for student and Senate involvement. At the meeting they also addressed issues with the opening hours of the gym, and pool availability.

Senator Ostrander announces that the pool reopened today--the chemical balance has been corrected, and it is right now.

Senator Wrencher passes around brochures that the Substance Abuse Committee gave her detailing how to party without alcohol, and also samples of the fitness center hours at other universities.

Senator Kogan congratulates the new members of ASUPS, and recognizes Senator Sanders for all of his work on his campaign.
Senator Smith announces that a mailing list for faculty and staff letters will go out in the morning.

Senator Wrencher announces that the Ice Skating event was a success, and there is now talk about making it an annual event.

Senator Ostrander announces that Tacoma power is working to have the University use more green power.

President Shelton announces the women’s basketball Playoffs that are going on right now at PLU.

Vice President moves to adjourn. Senator White seconds, Senator Smith abstains, and the meeting is adjourned at 6:55pm.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting 3.6.03

Call to Order: 6:13

Members Present: President Shelton, Vice President Abbott, Representative Rickoll, Senator Avery, Senator Fieman, Senator Sanders, Senator Ostrander, Senator Kogan, Senator White, Senator Wrencher, Senator Zolkeply

Members Absent: Representative Hoppe, Senator Teske, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Smith was tardy

Approval of the Minutes

OPEN FORUM:
None

EXCUITIVE REPORTS:

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:
“Ladies and Gentlemen of the Senate, I would like to say thank you to my senators, the long term senators, and to all of the rest so much for being a great Senate, and good luck to everyone who is staying.”
“Also, a big thanks to Chris Abbott, for letting me get into ASUPS.”

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
“I have been here for four years, and it is hard to leave. Of all of the Senate administrations, this has been the best one and I think that it is great how everyone has been doing a lot of great work, and I think that this Senate administration made ASUPS better known, and I thank the Senate for always being great, and for making things run smoothly. ASUPS is looking great now, and I don’t think that we would be where we are without Ben Shelton, and we owe him great thanks for all of his work.”

Vice President Abbott announces that they are looking at an idea to have optional charges for the Trail on bills that go home to parents; this is something that will be discussed without the Vice President Elect.

FACULTY REPORT:
Representative Rickoll announces that the STS program has been the object of discussion.
Representative Rickoll announces the outcome of the PLU game.
Representative Rickoll announces that the new science program may be a minor and not a major---it is in place, and it will stay in place, it is for a sure a new program.

DEAN’S REPORT:
Representative Hoppe is not present.

CHAIR’S REPORT:
Senator Smith is not present.

**PRO TEMPE REPORT:**
Senator Fieman announces that next Thursday, someone from the Traffic Committee is coming. It is rumored that someone was hit on Union during the hail storm today, and so a safety talk will be both interesting and beneficial.

**LIAISON REPORT:**
Senator Ostrander announces:
Water polo inactive, the Campus Greens are selling t-shirts for the care of a gorilla. Amnesty is inactive. The Mexico Club’s dinner went well. JSL is planning to do something over Passover. Black History month went really well. U.S. will have an Oscar party in the Rendezvous. Drach Show and Dance on March 28th. Safe Zone in the *Trail* and on KUPS. Sigma Chi is having a Lounge party this weekend. Hui of Hawaii, will have their Day of Hawaii on Friday. Organic Gardening group is digging!!

President Shelton moves to go to new business.

President Shelton moves to look at Docket #02-114: “Finance Allocation to Todd Phibs RHA.” Senator Ostrander seconds. President Shelton moves to pass the Docket, Senator Kogan seconds. Senator Wrencher yields time to the member of the Todd-Phibs RSA present. He announces that the hall is taking a trip with 30 residents to Seattle to see Stomp. The tickets $27, and the Todd-Phibs RSA is trying to make it so that each resident who plans to attend pays $20 for the ticket and transportation. President Shelton moves to vote, Senator White seconds. The Docket passes with Senator Fieman abstaining.

Senator Avery must leave, and does.

Senator Sanders moves to resume normal order.

**COMMITTEE REPORTS**
President Shelton announces that the President Council has met, and that the transitions of powers are going well, and he is optimistic for how the next year will go.

**MEDIA BOARD:** Vice President Abbott announces that they’ve concluded the web master issues. They are on track with deadlines and goals. The yearbook sales are slow but ok, he would like to make people more aware of the yearbooks, and have an opportunity to submit pictures to be in the yearbooks. Vice President Abbott also thinks that yearbooks would be more popular if there were a lot of random pictures of people doing things on campus. The yearbook committee might undergo some long-term structural changes in the future, but it is too soon to know for sure.

**NEW BUSINESS**
Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-115. Senator Zolkeply seconds. This Docket is an allocation to cover the cost of uniforms for lacrosse.
President Shelton moves to vote, Senator Wrencher seconds. The Docket passes with Senator Fieman abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-117. President Shelton seconds. This a twofold Docket to take care of future business. Senator White moves to vote with President Shelton seconding, the Docket passes with Senator Kogan opposing, and Senator Fieman abstaining.

Vice President Abbott moves to pass Docket #02-0116. Senator White Seconds. This Docket is to consider how much money would be allocated to the group who is taking a trip to Poland, and what the stipulations should be to allow them to have the money. Senator Smith comes to the meeting, and takes over his role as Chair. Senator White proposes an amendment to the Docket to change it to say:

“The ASUPS Senate hereby requests that at the closing of March for R/H the four students will in the year 2004 put into place one or more programs, lectures or other campus events open for the Campus Community to promote awareness of the Holocaust.”

Senator Fieman moves to pass the amendment, and Senator White Seconds. The amendment passes after much discussion with Vice President Abbott opposing, and Senator Smith and Representative Rickoll abstaining. There are controversies surrounding the Docket, and President Shelton proposes to table the Docket until the group can be at a meeting and discuss the trip with ASUPS. Senator Zolkeply moves to vote to table the Docket, and Senator Smith seconds. The Docket is then tabled with Senator Fieman opposing, and Senator Wrencher and Senator Smith abstaining.

CHAIR REPORT
Senator Smith announces first that he is sorry that he is late. Senator Smith announces that he has not heard back from City of Tacoma, but that they should be here next Thursday. Next Thursday will be a joint formal/informal meeting, with a presentation about safety, and there will probably be no Dockets. Senator Smith would like us to keep in mind that campus safety is a huge issue, and he announces that he is excited for the discussions. Senator Smith encourages the Senators to GO TO OFFICE HOURS.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Vice President Abbott announces that “Die Another Day” is the Campus Film this week. He also announces that Patty Austin, a jazz vocalist will be playing in April, with several other potential sellout concerts.

Senator White announces the Lacrosse team is playing this weekend.

All of the Senators announce their feelings and thanks to President Shelton and Vice President Abbott for a great administration.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:11pm.
Call to Order 6:10pm

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Rickoll, Representative Hoppe, Senator Avery, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel, Senator Smith, Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher, Senator Zolkeply

Members Absent: Senator Kogan (excused) Senator Ostrander (unexcused)

Extra Copies of Dockets given out

Approval of the Minutes

Open Forum

Vice President Barrans moves to go to new business. Senator White seconds. Smith abstains

NEW BUS

Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #03-001. Senator White seconds. Senator Avery explains that the Bookstore has asked for some money to help to pay for pizza and the like for their meetings. Instead of giving money to them, the ASUPS card is just going to be given to them. Vice President Barrans explains that the docket must be written for $0.00 in order to show that they will get something, but that it does not come from the ASUPS budget. Senator Fieman motions to vote. The docket passes with Representative Hoppe, Senator Fieman and Senator White opposing, and Senator Smith and Senator Avery abstaining.

Senator Bernhardt moves to pass Docket #03-002 Senator Wrencher seconds. Vice President Barrans yields her time to a JAUPS representative. The JAUPS representative states that the money they are asking for is only to cover the cost of a hotel room for for a conference members from JAUPS are going to attend in early April. Senator Smith states that the club is in good standing, and that they don't ask for much, and that this allocation is for a hotel room for twelve members. Senator Smith urges the Senate to support the docket. Senator Smith then moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Avery moves to pass Docket #03-003, Senator Bernhardt seconds. Vice President Barrans says that JUST would like to have a $250.00 allocation for a lecture that and others would they would benefit form.

Senator White yields time to the President of the club: Mike Allen. Mr. Allen gives some explanation about the lecture, and tells that it is about environment issues in Israel and
Palestine, and while the lecturer will rather pro-Palestinian, the lecture concerns the environment, and that biases will not really come through. Discussion about allocating the club money occurs seeing as the club is rather new and has no budget. Discussion about advertising of the lecture and the like also occurs as the club is also asking for $30.00 to help cover the cost of advertising.

Senator Fieman motions to vote. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket then passes with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #03-004. Senator White seconds. Vice President Barrans states that this proposal was written in order to match funds with the cost of a lecture, and not to allocate a specific amount of money. Senator Bernhardt expresses concerns with the potential of exceeding the ASUPS budget. Senator Avery suggests to amend the docket to say: “ASUPS allocates $400.00 to the Global Exchange lecture contingent upon the contribution of the IPE department. In the event that the funding is not available, ASUPS will fund the remaining amount necessary. It is the ASUPS lecture chair’s responsibility to approach the IPE department.”

Sara, from the group who is putting on the lecture is here, and talks about the docket. She reports that they will ask for $500.00 assuming that the funds are matched. IPE has also offered $100.00 to cover the cost of the lecture. Discussion occurs about how to help to fund the lecture, and about how to amend the docket, and if the docket should be amended. Senator Avery proposes to amend the docket to say: AVERY AMENDMENT: ASUPS allocates to the global echoing to the IPE department, in event that the funding is not available then we would provide the funds. Senator Fieman expresses concern that the amendment is not a good idea because it provides no incentive for the club to actually go and get the money from IPE, because ASUPS is agreeing to play no matter what. Discussion confuse, and Senator Smith moves to pass the amendment. The amendment passes with Senator Fieman opposing, and Vice President Barrans and Senator Smith abstaining.

Discussion persists about weather or not the docket has any incentive for the club to actually go out and get the money from IPE, and whether or not the money is still available. Representative Rickoll assures that IPE will give the money so that the department can say that they helped to support the lecture, and it is more than likely that they still have the funds. Senator Wrencher yields her time to Sara who states that since IPE has already offered the money they will most likely give it, and that the club will go out and get the money. Senator Smith moves to vote. The docket passes as amended with Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator White moves to return to normal order.

Frost moves to old bus. Avery seconds. Smith and White abstain.

Senator Avery moves to pass Docket #02-116. Senator Bernhardt seconds. Senator Avery yields time to Sean to ask about the funds the group has. Sean of the Poland group
reports that it is $2100.00 from NY to Poland and back. With motels stays and the like the trip will end up costing $2500.00. The group knows for sure that they will be receiving $300.00 for sure from the Chaplain. Some members have received more money based on financial need. They have not heard back from other departments. Discussion about other places to ask for money, and questions about why other sources have not been considered for money. ASUPS is still unsure about allocating the money because the group still seems unorganized.

In the midst of the discussion, Senator Bernhardt is excused to leave for another engagement.

Another member of the Poland group joins the meeting and Senator Wrencher yields time to her to announce anything she has to say.

Vice President Barrans expresses frustration about the group and the docket because it has already been tabled twice, and the group knows that they need to show more organization and responsibility before ASUPS will allocate funds. Her frustrations are echoed by the other members of the Senate.

Senator White motions to once again table the docket. Senator Smith seconds. The docket is tabled with Representative Hoppe, Senator Fieman and Senator Wrencher opposing, and Senator Smith, Senator Avery, Senator Teske and Senator Zolkeply abstaining.

Senator Zolkeply moves to return to normal order, Senator White seconds. The vote to return to normal order is taken, and the meeting return to normal order with Senator Smith abstaining.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS:

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

President Frost acknowledges the difficult time that people have been having today in light of the events of the night before. He asks that the ASUPS members be available to give any support and help to whomever may need it. President Frost announces that tomorrow there will be a memorial service in Kilworth Chapel at 2:00 for Kristina that was requested by her parents. President Frost encourages the Senators to attend.

President Frost announces that he has been meeting with a lot of people and getting ideas which he will be presenting after Spring Break.

President Frost reminds the Senators about the retreat that will be March 28-9

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

Vice President Barrans announces that the retreat place and events will be keeps a secret.
Vice President Barrans announces that ASUPS is hiring for DBS AND DBR positions, and that there are openings for media heads and programmer positions, applications are in ASUPS office.

Vice President Barrans announces that and all reports are in mail boxes.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll announces that he will be on sabbatical in the Fall, and that we will help to find a Faculty Representative to fill in for him.

Representative Rickoll announces that he will return to ASUPS when he returns from his sabbatical.

DEAN'S REPORT
Representative Hoppe thanks students for their support and help in light of the events of the previous night.

Representative Hoppe announces that there will be a memorial program at 8:00 for residents of Shiff and close friends of Kristina.

Representative Hoppe announces that last week he was at a fair to find someone for full time RD staff, and interviewed many people. There are over 50 applicants, and that was just within two weeks, and only two spots to fill, so he is greatly encouraged.

Representative Hoppe announces that there are 29 applications for theme houses, some include: The Sanity House, The Violence Awareness House, and Casa Tahoma which would be a theme house focusing on local culture. There are 20 theme houses, so nine of the theme houses will not come into existence.

Representative Hoppe announces that two Union Ave. units will be open for exclusive use because the current applicants didn't meet the first deadline. If they don't meet the April 1st deadline, then others can go for the houses.

CHAIR’S REPORT
Curtis Kingsal will come to talk about campus safety after Break. He will focus on speed limits, walks and the like.

PRO TEMPE REPORT
Senator Fieman tells the Senate to have a good and safe break.

LIAISON REPORT
not here

COMMITTEE REPORTS
none
ANNOUNCEMENTS
President Frost announces that there will be an OIS meeting and that ASUPS will co-host two OIS Open Forums. Then will be at 3:00 and 6:00 on March 26th.

President Frost announces the Meeting of Minds at 7:00 on March 24th for the funds. Vice President Barrans adds that this is a meeting for students to voice opinions to see where students want more money.

Senator Fieman motions to adjourn, Senator Wrencher seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 7:26pm.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting 3.27.03
Call to Order: 6:12

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Rickoll (tardy) Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Fieman (tardy) Senator Groggel (tardy) Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, Senator Smith, Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher

Members Absent: Senator Zolkeply (unexcused)

Approval of the Minutes

Vice President Barrans takes role as Chair.

OPEN FOURM:
Senator Smith moves to go to new business, Senator White seconds.

Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #03-005 Senator Wrencher seconds. Senator Ostrander yields her time to David Kroppy as the Docket is to appoint him to be the new DBS. Mr. Kroppy states that he is a business major, and that he would like to take the position not only because he is interested but also because he would like to give back to the UPS community. He is also on the baseball team, and he plans to spend his summer working in Washington. He says that he will be able to fulfill all of the duties. Senator Kogan speaks on Mr. Kroppy’s behalf and says that he is always able to balance his school work and baseball, and that he is a great person, and would be great for the job. The docket to put him into the position passes with Vice President Barrans, Representative Rickoll and Senator Smith abstaining.

Senator White moves to pass Docket #03-006, Senator Smith seconds. Senator Bernhardt moves to amend the docket to say PUBLIC RELATIONS. The docket is thus amended with no oppositions. Representative Hoppe asks about changing the dates on the docket considering the elections might be held at different a time ext year. President Frost moves to amend the docket to say the end date for the term to be March 31, 2004, or sooner, and Senator Ostrander seconds. The amendment passes with Vice President Barrans and Senator Bernhardt abstaining.

Senator Smith notes that Senator Groggel is not wearing formal attire.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-006 with the amendment. Senator Smith yields time to former Senator Avery who speaks about the Publicity Office that he is going to fill. Mr. Avery says that while he will miss serving as Senator, he thinks that the Publicity Office is a necessary place for him, and he is going to do everything he can to make it run smoothly. The docket passes as amended with Senator Smith objecting, and Vice President Barrans abstaining.
Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #03-007, Senator Wrencher seconds. Senator Fieman asks President Frost why this form of appointing in this docket should be established instead of President Frost using one of his elections. President Frost states that with a lot of candidates and with elections just over, leavening this decision up to a committee of several people is the best idea. The docket then passes with Vice President Barrans abstaining.

Senator Smith moves to pass Docket #03-008, Senator White seconds. Senator Ostrander yields her time to Former Vice President Abbott. Former Vice President Abbott asked President Frost to serve on governance, not to push through ideas, but to assist the committee, and to help with the continuity. Former Vice President Abbott believes that he can do a lot for Student Governance despite the fact that he will be graduating in two months. The committee can do a lot in two weeks, and he believes that two months is ample time to work with them, and make any necessary changes.

Senator Fieman speaks on Chris Abbott’s behalf, and thinks ASUPS would be lucky to have him on the committee. Senator White says Mr. Abbott is the most capable man. Senator Smith calls to vote. The Docket passes with Vice President Barrans abstaining.

Senator Ostrander moves to pass Docket #03-009, Senator Kogan seconds. Senator Wrencher yields her time to the candidate. Jason, the candidate has had finance and accounting internships, and is an international Business major, and believes that he would do a good job with the Finance Committee. The docket passes with Vice President Barrans abstaining.

Senator Bernhardt moves to go to Old Business, Senator White seconds.

Docket #02-116 is once again considered to be passed. The Poland trip group and the ASUPS members discuss issues concerning: where other funding is coming from, the financial needs of the group, and the breakdown of where money is going. The group has shown more responsibly, and three of the four members are present to discuss the fund allocation, and to answer any questions about the trip.

Senator Smith calls to vote. Senator Smith, Senator Ostrander, and Senator Wrencher object, Senator Fieman, Senator Teske, and Representative Rickoll and Vice President Barrans abstain. Senator Kogan yields time to Chris Abbott, who confirms that there was a 5-3, two-thirds vote, and that the docket passed.

Senator White moves to return to Normal Order, Senator Smith seconds.

OPEN FORUM

Senator Smith announces that there will be a party caucus following the meeting to nominate for and fill the rolls of student leadership positions.

Senator Wrencher exercises Personal Privilege, and is excused to leave.
Representative Rickoll exercises Personal Privilege, and is excused to leave; he gives his report first.

FACULTY REPORT

Representative Rickoll announces that next week he will have an excused absence because when will be in Washington D.C.

Representative Rickoll announces that the Faculty Senate has been discussing policies with confidentiality, and nondisclosure regarding emails and the like.

Normal Order is resumed.

EXCUITIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

President Frost announces that the OIS forums were well attended, and there were good ideas. There will be a wireless access point in the Café, and printing form laptops is now available in the library. See him if you would like a full report of the forums.

President Frost announces that the Senate Retreat is tomorrow, and that they will be meeting at 3:30 from office leaving at 3:35. Representative Hoppe will join the retreat on Saturday morning.

President Frost announces that Formal Senate dress code will be discussed at the retreat.

President Frost announces that he is looking for a Senator to sit in on the Faculty Senate meetings.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Vice President Barrans announces that the deadline for media head and programmer applications is now Wednesday at 5:00 to try to get a larger pool of applicants.

Vice President Barrans announces that she is looking for a Senator to sit on the hiring of the programmers, which will take place next Thursday and Friday.

Vice President Barrans announces that the Budget deadlines are within the next week.

Vice President Barrans asks the Senators to start thinking about committees to serve on; this will be discussed on retreat.

DEAN OF SURDENTS REPORT
Representative Hoppe announces that three candidates for the Residential Director have been picked. One will have an open session on campus tomorrow; one will have an open session on the 1st and the last on the 3rd.

Representative Hoppe announces that 20 theme houses have been picked.

Representative Hoppe announces that the Info. Centre will try to show things other than the war on the televisions.

Representative Hoppe announces that tonight at 8:00 there will be a program for the impact of Kristina’s death. There will continue to be programs and counseling for those who were greatly impacted. Representative Hoppe asks the Senators to try to find out if more or less is needed in terms of support for the impacted.

Representative Hoppe announces that Jello Biafra’s lecture is tentatively canceled until the 29th as his flight was canceled.

CHAIR REPORT

Vice President Barrans announces that the talk from the City of Tacoma representative was last Tuesday, and it went really well.

Vice President Barrans announces that the Chair position and others are open.

Vice President Barrans asks Senators to please be on time tomorrow to leave on the retreat, and to please be punctual to the Formal Senate meetings.

PRO TEMPE
No Pro Tempe

LAISON
No Liaison

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Media Board did not have a meeting this week.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

President Frost announces the retreat dinner on Friday will be paid for by ASUPS, but everyone must pay on Friday, and then be reimbursed.

Senator Groggel congratulates Senator Bernhardt.
Senator Fieman moves to adjourn, Senator Kogan seconds. Meeting is adjourned at 7:21pm
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting 4.3.03

Call to Order 6:07pm

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Groggel, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander, Senator Smith, Senator White, Senator Teske, Senator Zolkeply

Members Absent: Representative Hoppe, Representative Rickoll Senator Fieman (unexcused) and Senator Wrencher

Open Forum
President Frost would like to suspend normal order, and go to new business. Senator Kogan seconds.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-010, Senator Bernhardt seconds. Senator Bernhardt yields time to Kim Reid, treasurer of the Student Occupational Therapy group of the campus. She has a financial request to send a delegate to Washington D.C. to the national conference in June. She states that this is a professional conference, and is very beneficial. Having someone attend this conference will help to promote Occupational Therapy on campus, and hopefully increase the minority student enrollment. There is a possibility that the cost may be split. Senator White motions to vote. The docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Bernhardt moves to pass Docket #03-011, Senator Kogan seconds. Vice President Barrans stated that under: FOOD AND SAFETY Senator Smith’s name should be removed, and that Senator Zolkeply’s name be added. Senator White moves to vote, and the docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Vice President Barrans moves to pass Docket #03-012, Senator Bernhardt seconds. This docket was introduced under the 40 hour rule; Senator Smith moves to suspend the normal rules so that the docket can be considered. Senator Kogan seconds. Vice President Barrans explains that the docket was discussed in Informal Senate, and that is why she would like to use the 40 hour rule. Senator White moves to vote to bring it to the table. The docket is brought to the table with Senator White abstaining. Vice President Barrans states that the President of the GO club could not be present, but he asked her ot speak on his behalf. The club has tried to be formally recognized a few times, nut their proposals have been lost in the past. In this club, the members play the game GO and they teach it to others in the campus community and within the campus. They would like to have a budget, and to have full recognition form ASUPS. Senator White moves to vote, and the docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to consider Docket #03-013 under the 40 hour rule. The docket is to appoint Alissa Love to be a student at large. Miss Love is not present as she is in a jazz concert. This causes some discussion, and uneasiness among the Senate as to whether or not to vote for someone who is not here who people don’t know. Senator Bernhardt speaks on her behalf and states that he attended high school with Miss Love, and believes
that she would do a great job. President Frost reads a statement that Miss Love wrote, and Vice President Barrans states that a student at large needs to be voted on today so a student at large can be at the Budget Committee meeting on Monday. Senator White motions to vote, and the docket passes with Senator White, Senator Smith, Senator Zolkeply and Senator Ostrander abstaining.

Senator Smith asks to suspend normal rules to consider Docket #03-014, a docket he has just written. Five President Barrans asks him to read it. Senator Smith reads: ASUPS will allocate $1500.00 to the Senior Cass Fund for the Senior Class Gift. Senator Smith explains that with the extra money in the fund, graduating seniors will be able to receive a license plate that says “University of Puget Sound Alumni.” The licenses plates cost $4.00 to make, and would sale retail for $15.00, so this is a good deal. 500 of the license plates will be purchased, and this gift is far superior to the typical senior gift which is a UPS pen. Much discussion about whether or not the docket should be considered considering that it was written during the meeting. Senator Smith explains that the money needs to be granted soon, as it will take six weeks to have the license plates processed. Then the issues with the budget are discussed, and it is decided that the money for the Senior Class Fund can come out of Capital Expenditures. The docket is voted on, and passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Ostrander moves to return to normal order; Vice President Barrans seconds, Senator Smith objects, and states that he has another docket. President Frost, states that since Senator Smith already said that his second docket is not so time sensitive, it should be held off until an official docket can be written. Normal Order is thus observed.

EXEUTIVE REPORTS:

PRESIDENT REPORT
President Frost announces that he frowns upon those who are not in formal attire.

President Frost announces that the Tacoma Police Department is being contacted by the administrators for safety reasons.

President Frost announces that OIS is planning to put computers outside the stairwell to the bookstore.

President Frost announces that there will be a new policy to the budgets to committee especially in concern to food and clubs.

President Frost announces that the letter to President Thomas is printed and needs to be signed.

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT

Vice President Barrans announces that things are moving along.
Vice President Barrans says that the programmer reviews are moving along, and gives thanks to Senator White for sitting in on the reviews.

Vice President Barrans asks that the Senators please start sitting in on the comities that they are appointed to.

CHAIR REPORT

Senator White announces that formal attire for Senate is to dress as you would for a casual formal gathering, no jeans, but slacks are fine. Senator White asks that food no longer comes to the meetings, but water is ok.

Senator White gives thanks to Senator Groggel for dressing appropriately.

PRO TEMPE

Senator Ostrander announces that an e-mail detailing an outline that should be brought to the Senate Meeting on Tuesday. It should be a quick summary of the big and small goals that each of the Senators has that they want to fulfill before the end of the school year.

LIASON
Senator Wrencher is not present.

NEW BUS
Senator Smith withdraws his motion for his second docket.

FACULTY REPORT
Representative Rickoll is not present.

DEAN’S REPORT
Representative Hoppe is not present.

No Committee reports.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senator Smith thanks all for voting for the embellishment for the Senior Gift Fund. He would like to establish the fund to be $2000.00 to avoid this in the future. Senator Smith will also be creating a docket to end the Senate stipend, and to have the money go to the Senate Project Fund where it would be better used.

Vice President Barrans gives an update on where finance stands with out regards to new dockets $6,620.30 is the total.

Vice President Barrans also states that she would like a Senator to pick up the project to make signs for the campus houses.
President Frost announces that he is searching to fill the positions of Greek and Resident Hall Senators. 

President Frost announces that CCM will be putting on a Cross Service, free food and good times.

Senator Groggel announces that he was approached by Student Development to have more open forums like the one in Informal Senate

Senator Kogan asks about pop entrainment this semester. Vice President Barrans due to time and the like there will not be any major events. She announces that there will however be a Laser Light Show on Spring Weekend.

Senator Kogan announces that this was the most pathetic entertainment year ever---or at least in the past four years Senator Smith echoes the remark

Senator White gives the Best Dressed award to Senator Groggel who is wearing a polo shirt. Senator Kogan motions to adjourn, and Vice President Barrans seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 6:57
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting 4.10.03

Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Rickoll, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Fieman (tardy), Senator Groggel, Senator Smith (tardy), Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher, and Senator Zolkeply

Members Absent: Senator Kogan (excused)

Open Forum:
President Frost, requests that the Senate tries to get all business done in a timely manner because an informal meeting with budget issues needs to follow the Formal Senate Meeting directly.

President Frost moves to suspend normal order and go to New Business, Senator Ostrander seconds.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-018: Capital Expenditures to Rugby Club. Senator Bernhardt seconds. President Frost yields time to a representative of the Rugby Club.

Senators Smith and Fieman enter the meeting tardy.

The representative form the Rugby Club explains that the club is reforming after several years and that they need new equipment and uniforms due to the fact that the last set was privately owned, and the owner took the uniforms and equipment when the team disbanded. The club members have determined that they need $1444.95 for the uniforms and that if this gets passed tonight that they can order the uniforms tomorrow, and then have them for their first game next Saturday. There is discussions surrounding the uniforms and if they will be repairable should they be torn and the like to ensure that the Rugby Club won’t need new uniform money every year. There is also discussion about the price on the Docket being higher, and the team representative explained the price differences he was facing when going through the uniform finding process. President Frost thus amends the docket to read $1445.00 with no objections. The docket is voted on, and passes with Senator White abstaining.

Senator Fieman moves to pass Docket #03-019--Temporary Waiver for Requested Funds, Senator Wrencher seconds. Vice President Barrans yields time to the president of the Breakfast Club. The president explains her motive for the club: to expose people to alternate forms of news such as International News. She also would like to have guest speakers to explain and give opinions about international business. She states that the money from the budget that she would like to have for the club would go to buying international news subscriptions, and to providing food for the guest speakers. Senator White moves to vote, and the docket passes with Senator White, Senator Ostrander, and
Senator Wrencher abstaining. Senator Ostrander then clarifies that this vote was indeed for budget consideration, and not to have this become an ASUPS recognized club.

Vice President Barrans moves to consider Docket #03-021: Temporary Budget Waiver to the Rugby Club. Senator Bernhardt seconds. Since the Rugby team wants to return as an ASUPS club, and since they are doing such a great job at going thorough all of the processes necessary to do so they should receive the waiver. Senator Fieman moves to vote, and Senator Groggel seconds. The docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

Vice President Barrans moves to pass Docket #03-022 Temporary Waiver Budget Request. Senator Teske seconds. Vice President Barrans states that this is for the UPS Archery Club which is a club that is in the high risk area. There are no guarantees at this point that they will be a club, and they are facing a lot of questions about the club in general. Representative Hoppe states that the people behind the club are working very hard to make it work, but that there are problems in the system in considering them to be a club. Vice President Barrans states that the club has had an interest meeting that brought in 40 people. Senator Ostrander also points out that this is a consideration, and it doesn’t mean that the club is going to receive any money, but that this is to consider them, and their club. Senator White moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Smith opposing, and Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-016, Appointment of General Manager, and Senator Fieman seconds. This docket is a formality that is needed to approve Karen Goldstien, the General Manager so she can continue her job. Vice President Barrans moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Fieman opposing, Representative Rickoll, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Wrencher and Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to restore normal order. Vice President Barrans states that she as the author of the remaining dockets chooses not to bring them to the table because they were not formally brought in to begin with.

EXCUITIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

President Frost announces that the reimbursement checks from the dinner at the Senate Retreat should be written out soon.

President Frost announces that there are now new managers of The Cellar, and that The Cellar management board will be reinstated. ASUPS will be more involved with The Cellar again seeing as ASUPS owns half of it.

President Frost announces that Union Board is looking into the proposal to have computers in the Student Centre by the windows by the stairs that go down into the bookstore.
VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Vice President Barrans announces that the budget is going along, but that there are also some unexpected issues that will be discussed later.

Vice President Barrans announces that she is in a family crisis, and may have to remover herself at any time, and would therefore use her right to Personal Privilege.

Vice President Barrans announces that options for Union Board are being looked at.

Vice President Barrans announces that Media member interviews are in process, and will be done in the next 3 weeks.

Vice President Barrans announces that new programmers have been hired

FACULTY REPORT

Representative Rickoll announces that he does not have much to report as he has been out of town. He does announce a lecture about Bio-terrorism that will be held next Thursday at 4:00.

DEAN REPORT

Representative Hoppe announces that the Campus Life Planning has hopefully the last draft for the remodeling of the Student Centre has been submitted to the Board of Trustees, but a few mistakes were found. The draft as it stands right now there is little room for creative leeway. Former Vice President Abbott has reviewed it and stated that it is accordance with what he and Former President Shelton had proposed, but that there are still questions about other remodelings and a whether or not to include a ballroom.

Representative Hoppe announces that two more resident directors are coming for interviews.

Representative Hoppe announces that OIS is planning to have more printers and computers to the dorms, with Anderson-Langdon and Todd-Phibbs should receiving the new computers and printers first, and then Seward and University.

CHAIR REPORT

Senator White reminds everyone that asked that there is no food at the Formal Senate meetings.

Senator White announces that Union Board is considering putting more computers in Wheelock Student Centre by the windows, but many people are concerned about the aesthetic value of putting computers there. Senator White asks that Senators talk to students to see if they actually want the computers. Senator White also announces that they will be full-service computers.

PRO TEMPE
Senator Ostrander asks the Senators who did not either email her their goals or who did not bring their goals with them tonight to email them to her as soon as possible.

Senator Ostrander announces that Campus Greens is having a co-political BBQ with the Young Republicans and the Young Democrats to try to encourage involvement and interaction between the political clubs.

LIAISON
Senator Wrencher thanks the Senators for the turning in liaison reports, and for being responsible for their old clubs,

Senator Wrencher announces that there will be another de-stress fest during reading period this semester.

Senator Wrencher announces that she is trying to work on the bulletin board issue and that once it is resolved, ASUPS events will be better advertised.

COMMITTEE REPORT
Senator Ostrander announces that the Faculty Senate has been discussing the privacy policies, but nothing has been approved yet as there was a problem with quorum. Senator Ostrander states that when it had been approved she will bring the decision to the Senate.

Senator Fieman announces that the Budget Committee has been meeting every night, and a lot of difficult decisions have been made. Senator Fieman states that there are still pending issues that will be discussed with the Senate at then end of this meeting.

Senator Wrencher requests a 3 minet recess between the end of the Formal Senate meeting and the following Budget meeting.

Representative Rickoll comments on the privacy issue that the Faculty Senate has been discussing, and encourages the Senators to go to the Faculty Senate meetings because the privacy policy is something that they may be concerned with.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

President Frost announces that the student film festival: Foolish Pleasures will take place tomorrow at 9:00pm in Marshall Hall.

Senator Ostrander announces that on Friday there will be an orchestra concert at 7:30 featuring Shostakovich’s 5th Symphony which is a rather political piece that was composed during the Cold War.

Representative Hoppe announces that $5 tickets to the Mariners game next weekend will be offered, and to contact Vice President Barrans about them.
Senator Wrencher announces the Crew race this weekend against PLU, and the track meet this Saturday at home. Senator Wrencher announces the dresses and tuxes drive that is taking place to donate formal wear to high school students for prom.

Senator Fieman moves to adjourn. Vice President Barrans states that the minutes need to be approved first.

Minutes are approved

Senator White announces that while Senator Fieman is well-dressed, Senator Smith receives the best-dressed award tonight.

Senator Fieman moves to adjourn, and Senator Ostrander seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 6:49pm.
Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Hoppe, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Groggel, Senator Kogan, Senator Ostrander (tardy) Senator Smith (tardy) Senator Teske, Senator White, Senator Wrencher, Senator Zolkeply.

Members Absent: Representative Rickoll (excused) Senator Fieman (unexcused)

Approval of the Minutes (and they were beautiful)

Open Forum:

President Frost moves to sustain normal order and go to New Business, Senator Kogan seconds

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-025: Megan Buchuoao to Resident Hall Senator. Senator Groggel seconds, President Frost yields time to her. Megan states that she is a freshman, and that she writes for the Trail. Megan is also going to be an RA in Shiff next year. Megan also states that she would like to keep the RAs and ASUPS in better contact and that she would also like to try to make the relationship between the North and South quads stronger. Senator White moves to vote the docket passes with Senator White abstaining.

President Frost moves to pass Docket #03-026, Sara Parker to Greek Senator. Senator Wrencher seconds. President Frost yields time to Sara. Sara states that she is highly involved in her Greek house and thinks that is it is a good idea to keep the Greek community involved in campus events. Sara also states that she would like to have a “Recess Day” during finals week. Senator White moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator White abstaining, and Senator Kogan opposing, with a statement: “Down with the Greek System!”

Representative Hoppe stands in for an Honor Court member, and swears in the two new Senators.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

President Frost announces that the Informal Senate meeting will be in room 212 next week.

President Frost welcomes the two new Senators. President Frost announces that an email about housing is going to be sent out, and that the gist of it is that all Senators should be back the day before the Freshmen move in unless they are an RA or something else that would have them come here earlier. The
email will detail what the Senators need to do so that they will be able to move in at the appropriate time.

President Frost announces that there are considerations for making improvements to McIntire 003, so that it can be used for both Campus films and for a black-box like theatre.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

Vice President Barrans announces that the Formal Senate meeting on April 24th will be at 5:00, not at 6:00.

Vice President Barrans announces that the budget for this year is approved, and that reports will be in the Senator’s boxes tomorrow.

Vice President Barrans announces the program for the last day of classes. There will be a laser light show at 11pm, and then possibly a midnight breakfast will follow.

Vice President Barrans announces that on Friday, April 25, there will be a party for the campus music network, and there will be a number of featured artists on campus.

Vice President Barrans announces the events for Spring Student Weekend: the “Rev” Spring Formal on May 2 from 9pm-1am. A bus will be provided for transportation to the venue, and the dance will feature a jazz band, a DJ, food, and for those who are 21+ there will be a bar. There will be the traditional Spring Weekend events on the next afternoon: jello wars, water volley ball, “Seguways” and a BBQ from 12-3 in Todd Field.

DEAN’S REPORT

Representative Hoppe announces that the Campus Life Planning Committee’s recommendations for the SUB changes in the dining area are slightly based on capacity studies. Dining Services thinks that there is enough room, and perhaps more than enough room, but if you feel differently, please let them know. There are also plans to make more conference rooms and the like.

Representative Hoppe announces that volunteers are needed for the midnight breakfast, and that this Midnight Breakfast will require a ticket.

Representative Hoppe announces that the lottery for campus houses will take place soon, and that those who do not get into a house will have a room in a dorm, and that everyone will know their housing accommodations before they leave for summer vacation.

Representative Hoppe announces that there is going to be a department and club shared folder on the Internet that can be accessed by students to get more information about a department or a club.
Representative Hoppe announces that the personalizing the campus houses is encouraged, and that everyone is welcome to help and share ideas.

CHAIR REPORT

Senator White congratulates the two new senators.

Senator White asks the Senators to please remember the Budget Meeting, and to come to the Budget Meeting with prepared questions so that the meeting will move more smoothly.

Senator White reminds the Senators about the time change for next week's meeting.

PRO TEMPE REPORT

Senator Ostrander gives an overview of what the Senators are working on:

Senator Bernhardt is getting the hammock fixed and perhaps putting up a weight limit sign.

Senator Zolkeply is working on the Smoothie stand in the Cellar.

Senator Wrencher is working of getting the wall space for the new ASUPS bulletin board.

Senator Kogan is working on having more bike stalls, and the off-campus BBQ at the end of the year.

Senator Smith is working on the key chains for the Senior gift

Senators Ostrander and Teske are working on recycling.

LIAISON REPORT

Senator Wrencher announces that a reminder email was sent to remind to contact the clubs and organizations, and then to report all findings to her. She also announces that some clubs have contacted her wondering where their liaisons are.

Senator Bernhardt moves to bring up Docket #03-028, $225.00 Allocation to the Greek Community for the all-campus Greek Week event, under the 48 hour rule. A 2/3 vote is needed to consider the docket. Senator Bernhardt motions to bring the docket to the table, and Senator Wrencher seconds. The docket is thus brought to the table with Senator White and Senator Smith abstaining, and Senator Kogan opposing. Senator Zolkeply yields time to the director of the Greek Week activity who explains that they need money to rent an Astro-Bouncer; he also explains that this event is open to the whole campus. Senator White moves to vote. The docket passes with Senator Kogan opposing, and Senator White abstaining.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Senator Wrencher asks Senators to please donate formal wear for the high school prom program, and that the distribution of the formal wear will begin on Saturday.

President Frost announces that this weekend is the KUPS-sponsored concert, and Senator Groggel adds that UPS bands Candlelight Opera and Eyes of Autumn will be opening for Paperback, which is the main band.

Senator Smith announces that on Tuesday, Mr. Stark will be here to talk about campus safety.
Vice President Barrans apologizes for wearing jeans

Senator White announces that the best dressed award goes to Senator Groggel for “wearing a pink shirt and wearing it well.”

Campus Film this week is *Catch Me if You Can*
Vice President Frost moves to adjourn, Senator Wrencher seconds.

Meeting is adjourned at 6:40pm
Call to Order: 6:05

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Senator Smith, Senator Groggel, Senator Wrencher, Senator Buscho, Senator Zolkeply, Senator Fieman (tardy) and Senator Ostrander (tardy)

Members Absent: Representative Rickoll, Representative Hoppe (excused), Senator Teske, and Senator Bernhardt

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Frost congratulates the Senate and declares everyone “amazing.”

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Barrans echoes what President Frost stated.

Chair Report:
Senator Smith thanks those who came to the meeting, and then congratulates the seniors, and declares that they have really left a mark.

Liaison’s Report:
Senator Ostrander wishes everyone a good summer.

Announcements:
Senator Groggel states that RSA was frustrated with the special events that were involved with Spring Weekend.

Meeting is to be adjourned, but the adjournment fails.

Senator Kogan states that it has been a “fantastic four years.”

Meeting is adjourned at 6:14.
ASUPS Formal Senate Meeting Murray Board Room  
September 4, 2003  

Call to Order 6:05  

Members Present: President Frost, Vice President Barrans, Representative Hoppe, Senator White, Senator Bucho, Senator Bernhardt, Senator Fieman, Senator Groggel (tardy), Senator Wrencher  

Members Absent: Senator Teske (unexcused)  

Open Forum:  

President Frost states that all of the visitors at the meeting are representatives from committees for the fall and the spring. The Docket for these representatives will go thorough next week, but the representatives are at the meeting this week to answer questions.  

Senator Fieman asks the representatives to introduce themselves, state which committee they are representing, and to explain why they are a part of the committees.  

The representatives do so.  

President Frost moves to go to New Business; the Senate agrees to do so, with Senator White abstaining.  

Vice President Barrans takes the floor:  

Docket #03-035 Confirmation of the UPS Archery Club. The Docket is put aside until the president of the club; Topher McFarland arrives at the meeting.  

Docket #03-036 Recognition of RANDOM: (Real and New Diversity on the Move) Club. The representatives are here to explain about the club; Senator Fieman yields his time to the president of the club who explains the club’s motives and goals.  

Senator Groggel arrives tardy.  

Senator White exclaims: “Damn ResNet!”  

Docket #03-036 is voted on, and passes with Senator Groggel and Senator White abstaining.  

Docket #03-037 the Puget Sound Journal of World Affairs, Vice President Barrans stats that the club has done a lot of work towards this over the summer. Senator White moves to vote.
Docket # 03-037 passes with Senator White, Senator Wrencher and Vice President Barrans abstaining.

Senator White resumes normal order.

Executive Reports:

President’s Report:
President Frost announces that the events calendar is up, and online. The Senate will be announcing this new page in the near future. The site can be found at <events.ups.edu>. As of right now, the site has been tentatively approves, and tomorrow, it should reach full approval. President Frost continues the announcement about the events site with explaining to the Senators that they each have a section of the site, and if they want some information about themselves on the site, then they should submit what they want said to him.

President Frost announces that Saturday is the Round Table meeting. He states that is will be a great event showing the culmination of great joint effort. He states that he really appreciates all the help that he Senators put into it.

President Frost announces that this year is the 100th anniversary of ASUPS. President Frost also states that there has been a great response form ASUPS alumni about events regarding the anniversary. Now, he asks the Senate to help to get student awareness regarding the 10 years of ASUPS. There will be a display case in the library to help with student awareness, and if anyone has any artifacts for the display case, or has any ideas for how it should be set up, they should relay such artifacts and ideas to him.

President Frost announces that the Safety Board met last night with the University District Committee, which is the group of neighbors, who are at this point rather angry. The discussed the plans to close off the Thompson Fountain, and how that would close off the great view of the campus to Union Street. They also discussed issues with students being disruptive at night, and about littering. The Safety Board also discussed the continuation of working on the goals from last spring. The Safety Board will also talk with Tacoma police about more crosswalks and stop signs on campus.

President Frost announces that he and Vice President Barrans met with the new Athletics Director, Amy Hacket, and discussed ASUPS involvement in Athletics. At this point there isn’t anything positive to report. President Frost states however that he has made it a personal challenge to work to some positive agreements between Athletics and ASUPS.

Vice President’s Report:
Vice President Barrans announces that Log Jam is tomorrow, and that she hopes that everyone form Senate will be there, and that everyone will be wearing the new ASUPS shirts. She also encourages the Senators to be at the activities fair to try to get more student involvement. She also announces other Log Jam events, including the movie.
Vice President Barrans announces that the first Programmers meeting was held, and that all of the Programmers are excited for the new year. She also states that the first event has been booked, and it will be a comedy act in the field house. Vice President Barrans states that they are now trying to plan events for Homecoming, and if anyone has ideas to contact Kara Evans. Vice President Barrans also states that a Senator is needed to look in on the Programming committee.

Vice President Barrans announces that there are lots of new clubs, and lots of students who are coming up with ideas for even more new clubs.

Senator Fieman states the the Leadership Retreat is on Saturday in the Rotunda, and encourages the Senators to wear their Senate shirts to the event.

Faculty Report:
A new Faculty Representative needs to be chosen to fill in for Representative Rickoll who is on sabbatical.

Dean of Students Report

Representative Hoppe announces that there is a “little problem with ResNet.” He then distributes information sheets about when Internet should be running for the different dorm buildings. He also states how much the Worm Computer Virus really hurt the campus, and encourages Senators to encourage people to make sure that they install the Worm Patch provided by ResNet.

Representative Hoppe announces that on the 9th, there will be a lecture by David Halberstam.

President Frost adds that ASUPS will be providing ushers for the lecture, and if anyone is interested to talk to him after the meeting.

Representative Hoppe announces that RSA will be electing their officials on the 12th, and that there will be Greek officials now too, to try to keep the Greeks involved in campus life.

Representative Hoppe announces that he will be resigning as the Dean of Students on October 17th, and while he is sad to be leaving, he feels that it is what he needs to do for his family; he will be moving to another state. He states that he will do everything possible to have a smooth transition between himself and his successor.

Senator White states that Representative Hoppe will be greatly missed, and encourages the Senate to use him as a resource while they still can.
Chair Report:

Senator White thanks everyone, including himself for coming to the meeting, and for being dressed nicely.

Senator White is optimistic for the coming year, and hopes that it will be fruitful.

Senator White announces that Senators need to meet with him regarding Senate Projects for the next year.

Senator Groggel apologizes for his late arrival.

Liaison's Report:

Senator Wrencher announces that all of the Clubs are getting set up, and that everything is going well. She also encourages Senators to get in touch with their clubs.

Committee Reports:

Senator Wrencher announces that Governance met, and that things are going well; they will begin distributing their minutes next week.

President Frost announces that the charges for Governance will begin next week. Senator White asks that the specifics of these charges be discussed on Tuesday.

Senator Fieman though off topic, stated that he did get President’s Frost’s e-mail.

New Business:

Docket#03-035, Archery Club, Vice President Barrans states that everything for Archery Club is looking good, and that the president, Topher has bee working hard on everything concerning the official organization of the club. Senator Fieman yields time to Topher to state his goals, and anything else he would like to state about the club; he does. The docket is voted on, and passes with Senator White abstaining.

Announcements:

President Frost announces: “Go to Log Jam!”

Senator White asks the Senators to send information to the new web site.

Vice President Barrans states that she has received the official letters of resignation from Senators Ostrander and Zolkeply.

Senator Parker announces that the Greeks need to be informed of the Round Table meeting.

Senator Bernhardt moves to adjourn, and Senator White seconds. The best Dressed award goes to Senator Buscho.

The meeting is adjourned at 6:40pm.